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,QWURGXFWLRQ�
Elderly people often report that they have difficulties in understanding spoken language. One 

of the problems that are frequently mentioned by elderly is that conversation partners speak 

too fast. Previous research has demonstrated that speech perception is indeed more difficult 

for elderly people than it is for younger adults. In order to help elderly listeners to overcome 

their problems with speech perception, it is necessary to understand how elderly people 

perceive and comprehend speech: whether they use specific strategies to improve their spoken 

language processing or to overcome their difficulties in speech perception, and whether 

speech processing in older listeners is different from speech processing in younger listeners. 

The study reported in this thesis is set up to acquire some insight in these issues.   

In this study, perception of time-compressed speech by elderly listeners is investigated. 

The aim of the study was to find out whether elderly people rely more on semantic context 

and sentence prosody when speech is time-compressed. This was investigated by means of a 

listening experiment containing a word recognition task and a speech rate judgement task. 

Furthermore, the influence of age-related hearing loss and cognitive decline on the perception 

of time-compressed speech was investigated. 

In the next chapter, some theoretical background on speech perception and aging in elderly 

people will be given. In Chapter 2, the method and materials used in this study will be 

presented. Subsequently, the results will be reported in Chapter 3. Finally, the general 

discussion and conclusions will be given in the Chapter 4.   
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� 7KHRUHWLFDO�EDFNJURXQG�

��� $JLQJ�DQG�VSHHFK�SHUFHSWLRQ�
����� $JH�UHODWHG�FKDQJHV�LQ�KHDULQJ�DQG�FRJQLWLYH�SURFHVVLQJ�
It is generally known that as people age, their auditory function declines. For this age-related 

hearing impairment, the term presbycusis is used. Presbycusis can be defined as a systematic 

and progressive reduction in absolute hearing sensitivity as a function of age (Willott, 1991). 

It starts at approximately age 30 and the auditory problems increase as years go by. Usually, 

men are affected more than women. Presbycusis primarily results from basal-to-apical loss of 

hair cells in the inner ear. In general, hearing loss is greater for high frequencies than for low 

frequencies.  

Main characteristics of presbycusis are (Kapteyn, Lamoré & Tange, 2000; Wingfield & 

Stine, 1992):  

• Gradual shift of the hearing threshold with increase of age, especially at the higher 

frequency ranges (i.e. above 3000 Hz). 

• Phonemic regression: loss of intelligibility for speech and other complex auditory 

signals that cannot be accounted for by the loss of sensitivity to tones alone (e.g. 

decline in temporal discrimination).  

• Decrease of the ability to selectively hear the speech signal in background noise. 

• Delay in central auditory processing: processing of auditory signals in the brain slows 

down and recognition and interpretation of these signals can become problematic.   

 

Unfortunately, presbycusis is irreversible and progressive. The only possibility to improve 

auditory function is often to start using hearing aids when daily conversation can no longer be 

understood. However, this does not bring back hearing as it once was.         

Another function that declines with age is cognitive functioning. Important cognitive 

abilities that are used in everyday activities are working memory, i.e. maintaining and 

manipulating information simultaneously in short-term memory, and inhibitory control, i.e. 

suppression of task-irrelevant information (Craick & Salthouse, 2000). Besides working 

memory and inhibitory control, cognitive processing speed is also reported to slow down 

(Salthouse, 1996). Older adults need more time to process information than younger adults. 

Moreover, age-related differences in cognitive abilities increase with task complexity. The 
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more processing operations elderly have to perform, the slower the processing will become. 

At some point, this information processing might even fail.  

����� 6SHHFK�SHUFHSWLRQ�LQ�HOGHUO\�
Elderly people often report that they have problems in perceiving speech. Frequently 

mentioned problems are that conversation partners do not speak loud enough or do not 

articulate well enough, that there is too much background noise, or that the speech rate of the 

speaker is too high. Previous research has demonstrated that speech perception is indeed more 

difficult for elderly people than it is for younger adults (e.g. CHABA, 1988; Sommers & 

Danielson, 1999; Wingfield, 1996). Elderly often show problems with identifying and 

remembering spoken words, resulting in difficulties with oral communication.  

The problems that elderly have with speech perception under ideal listening conditions 

often increase when listening conditions get more difficult. Specific listening conditions that 

have been shown to be difficult for elderly involve situations with background noise or 

multiple talkers, a reverberant environment, with an unfamiliar conversation partner, or when 

speech is presented at a high rate (Gordon-Salant & Fitzgibbons, 1993; Pichora-Fuller, 

Schneider & Daneman, 1995; Schneider, Daneman & Murphy, 2005; Sommers, 2004). These 

difficult listening conditions can make speech perception very demanding for elderly and they 

increase age differences between older and younger adults in spoken language processing.  

In the previous section, hearing loss (presbycusis) and cognitive decline are reported to be 

related to aging. It seems obvious to suggest that age-related hearing loss can account for a 

decline in speech perception in elderly people. Past research (see Sommers, 2004 for an 

overview) has shown that presbycusis is the single most important factor for causing 

difficulties in speech perception. Studies comparing young and elderly adults show that both 

groups have difficulties with perceiving speech when their absolute hearing sensitivity is 

impaired. In addition to absolute sensitivity, suprasegmental functions, such as frequency, 

intensity and temporal discrimination, are also reported to be impaired in elderly people 

(Willot, 1991). These suprasegmental functions are especially of importance in spoken 

language processing when listening conditions become more difficult. 

Besides hearing loss, age-related cognitive decline has also been proven to affect speech 

perception in older adults. As mentioned before, cognitive functioning involves general 

cognitive abilities such as working memory and inhibitory control. These general abilities 

have shown to be predictive of individual differences in speech processing, independent of 

age differences in hearing (Sommers & Danielson, 1999; Wingfield, 1996).  

The precise contribution of slowing of cognitive processing on speech perception, on the 

other hand, is still under investigation. Recent studies that have examined the relation between 

cognitive slowing and speech perception have produced mixed results. Research by, among 

others, Tun (1998) and Wingfield and Stine (1992) have provided support in favour of 

processing speed contributing to age differences in speech perception. These studies showed 

that elderly people are disproportionately impaired relative to young adults when the speech 

rate is increased and, thus, cognitive processing load is increased. An increase in speech rate 

reduces the chance that elderly can successfully perceive and comprehend speech.  

In contrast to these findings, some other studies (Sommers & Danielson, 1999; Tun, 1998) 

failed to find a significant contribution of processing speed to spoken language processing. In 

these studies, the relationship between individual differences in processing speed and speech 

perception was examined using recall or word identification tasks under various listening 

conditions. Sommers and Danielson (1999) examined participants’ speech perception 

performance in both single-talker and multiple-talker conditions. Tun (1998) used time-

compressed speech to investigate speech perception in relation to cognitive processing. 
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Although these studies failed to find a relation between processing speed and speech 

perception, the results must be interpreted with caution as these studies have used relatively 

few measures of processing speed.       

Besides general cognitive abilities, specialized perceptual mechanisms used for speech 

perception play an important role in speech perception in elderly people as well (see 

Sommers, 2004, for references). Cognitive demands of speech perception can be increased by 

using situations with multiple talkers, unfamiliar talkers and when lexical selection is getting 

more difficult. Contrarily, these cognitive demands can also be reduced. In elderly, spoken 

language processing seems to be facilitated by the addition of semantic context to the speech 

signal, the presence of syntactic or prosodic information, and the use of slower speaking rates. 

These manipulations of the speech signal are of particular importance when listening 

conditions get more demanding. 

����� $JH�UHODWHG�GHFOLQH�LQ�VSHHFK�SHUFHSWLRQ�DQG�WKH�LPSRUWDQFH�RI�
HQYLURQPHQWDO�VXSSRUW�

A theoretical framework that is proposed for understanding the contribution of cognitive 

decline on speech perception by elderly is the environmental support hypothesis (see 

Sommers, 2004). This hypothesis suggests that aging is related to both global and task-

specific cognitive abilities, such as those mentioned in the previous section. However, these 

cognitive difficulties can be overcome, according to the hypothesis, by using additional 

information or support from the environment during speech processing. This is in line with 

the facilitation effect of, for example, the addition of sentence context to the speech signal. 

Three important sources for environmental support are semantic context, prosody, and talker 

familiarity (Pichora-Fuller, Schneider & Daneman, 1995; Sommers & Danielson, 1999; Stine 

& Wingfield, 1987; Wingfield, Aberdeen & Stine, 1991; Yonan and Sommers, 2000).  

Talker familiarity implies that speech perception can be facilitated by exposing the listener 

to a speaker’s voice prior to a conversation, because this improves the listener’s ability to 

adjust to the acoustic characteristics of the new voice. Yonan and Sommers (2000) have 

demonstrated that, by training older adults to identify different speakers, their word 

identification scores improve. The elderly in this study benefited as much or more than young 

adults from the presence of familiar speakers when perceiving speech. 

Besides the use of familiar speakers, more evidence in favour of the environmental support 

hypothesis comes from the speech signal itself in the form of semantic context and prosody. 

The addition of semantic context is probably the most important factor in facilitating elderly 

listeners’ speech perception. Several studies have examined the role of semantic context in 

speech perception for both elderly and young adults (Pichora-Fuller, Schneider & Daneman, 

1995; Sommers & Danielson, 1999; Wingfield, Aberdeen & Stine, 1991). Sommers and 

Danielson (1999) used a word recognition task to compare younger and older adults’ 

identification scores for isolated words, and for words in low-predictability sentences and 

high-predictability sentences. They found age differences for both single words and low-

predictability sentences, but not for the high-predictability sentences. Pichora-Fuller et al. 

(1995) also compared identification scores for younger and older adults using high and low-

predictability sentences. Their results showed that both young and older adults benefited from 

the presence of semantic context in both sentence contexts. However, elderly showed greater 

differences between low-predictability and high-predictability sentences. In their study, 

Wingfield et al. (1991) used a gating paradigm (Grosjean, 1980) to investigate the 

contribution of semantic context to speech perception. The results showed that older adults 

needed more gates, i.e. greater amounts of information of the to-be-recognized word, than did 

younger adults to correctly identify words spoken in isolation. With the addition of context, 
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however, age differences disappeared. A possible reasoning behind the disproportionate 

benefit elderly have from the presence of semantic context might be that the availability of 

context reduces demands on the (degraded) working memory (Wingfield, Lombardi & Sokol, 

1984).  

 Another source of environmental support for spoken language processing is the presence of 

prosodic information. Prosody refers to a complex set of linguistic features that includes 

stress, duration, and intonation contour. Prosodic information can, among other things, help to 

identify syntactic structures, disambiguate meaning and specify semantic emphasis in spoken 

language processing (Sommers, 2004). Several studies have investigated whether prosody can 

help elderly people in the speech perception process (Stine and Wingfield, 1987; Wingfield, 

Lahar & Stine, 1989; Wingfield, Lindfield & Goodglass, 2000; Wingfield, Wayland & Stine, 

1992). Stine and Wingfield (1987), for example, examined recall of spoken sentences as a 

function of the amount of prosodic information in the speech signal (i.e. sentences with 

normal prosody versus sentences with equal stress on all syllables) across young and elderly 

listeners. They demonstrated that, although both groups showed better recall performances for 

words in sentences with normal prosody, elderly exhibited significantly greater benefits from 

the presence of prosody than did younger adults.   

In addition to the results obtained with speech perception under normal listening 

conditions, several studies have demonstrated that the benefit elderly have from the addition 

of semantic context and prosodic information increases when listening conditions get more 

difficult. Elderly seem to rely more on the use of context when speech perception is more 

demanding, for example in background noise (Pichora-Fuller, Schneider & Daneman, 1995), 

than young adults do. Research on time-compressed speech and the use of context and 

prosody has given similar results (Gordon-Salant & Fitzgibbons 2001; Schneider, Daneman & 

Murphy, 2005; Stine & Wingfield, 1987; Wingfield, Wayland & Stine, 1992). However, it 

must be said that these studies on time-compressed speech all used recall tasks to examine 

speech perception and not, for example, a word recognition task. This raises the question 

whether the recall performances of the elderly were not influenced extra by a possibly 

degraded working memory. 

Taken together, it seems that elderly are able to increase their reliance on beneficial 

environmental sources, such as talker familiarity, semantic context and prosodic information, 

to compensate for peripheral impairments.    

����� 6SHHFK�SHUFHSWLRQ�E\�HOGHUO\�DQG�OLPLWHG�SURFHVVLQJ�FDSDFLW\�
In contrast with the results on the use of semantic context during speech perception obtained 

with offline methods, recent neuroimaging studies (using the N400) have shown that the 

effect of a constraining sentence context is smaller in older than in young listeners 

(Federmeier & Kutas, 2005). In their Event-Related Potential (ERP) study, Fedemeier and 

Kutas (2005) found that older adults were less successful at rapidly exploiting predictive 

context information than younger adults while reading sentences, and that the processing 

delays that elderly tended to show in these contexts were correlated with both age and the 

availability of working memory resources. Similarly, older people were shown to be less 

affected by the presence of semantic context during spoken language processing when targets 

were unexpected in a given context than young people (Federmeier et al., 2002). This 

suggests that older adults do not use context predictively during language processing.  

A possible explanation for these neuroimaging results could be age-related cognitive 

decline, in particular general cognitive slowing. In elderly people, this cognitive slowing 

might slow down, or even disrupt, the process of building up an integrated meaning 

representation during language processing. Consequently, elderly listeners might not be able 
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to make use of the available semantic context anymore. In case of spoken language 

processing, this age-related cognitive decline can be a consequence of inadequate signal 

processing due to problems in the auditory system; in particular in case of deteriorating 

listening conditions, such as when speech is time-compressed (Schneider, Daneman & 

Murphy, 2005).  

 

Taken together, the results of both behavioural and neuroimaging studies on the use of 

semantic context by elderly people during speech perception suggest that age differences in 

benefit of semantic context may be dependent on the experimental listing task or processing 

stage that the experiment targets. However, if context is not used predictively, it may still play 

a role at later stages in spoken language processing. The question is whether this also applies 

to the use of prosody during online speech processing by elderly people and, moreover, what 

the effect of time-compression rate is on this process. 

��� 6XEMHFW�RI�WKH�FXUUHQW�VWXG\�
Because of the contradictory results on contextual benefit reported in previous studies on 

spoken language processing, this present study aimed to investigate how easily pre-assigned 

target words could be detected in normal meaningful sentences, non-semantic sentences (i.e. 

with normal syntactic and prosodic structure, but without overall sense), and word sequences 

(without any relationship between the words) at two rates of time-compressed speech. 

Furthermore, we wanted to examine how elderly listeners, compared to young adults, 

subjectively judge the rate of speech that is time-compressed, as in present literature not much 

is reported on how elderly subjectively perceive the rate of fast speech.  

In this study, we focused on how elderly people relied on both semantic context and 

sentence prosody during the perception of fast speech, and compared their performance with 

that of young adults. Speech was time-compressed to 1.5 times and to 2 times normal speech 

rate, to make speech processing more demanding. Furthermore, hearing acuity and cognitive 

processing speed of each participant were assessed, to investigate the relation between these 

two factors and the participant’s ability to process fast speech. 

Since we wanted to investigate not only the use of semantic context, but also the influence 

of sentence prosody, normal sentences and non-semantic sentences were used, next to word 

sequences, as contexts instead of the high and low-predictability sentences that were often 

used in past experiments. The non-semantic sentence context was chosen instead of the low-

predictability sentence context, because there are no semantic relations between the words, 

but this context still contains normal sentence prosody. Therefore, it can be seen as an 

intermediate stage between normal meaningful sentences (containing both semantic relations 

and prosody) and word sequences (containing neither semantic relations, nor sentence 

prosody).  

Whereas most of the past studies have only used recall tasks to examine speech perception, 

in the current study, a word recognition task was used to be able to focus more on online 

speech processing. In this word recognition task, target detection time and detection accuracy 

in the different context conditions were measured. As mentioned before, the benefit of 

semantic context elderly listeners have might depend on the processing stage that the 

experiment targets. The issue in this study is whether elderly people can benefit from 

semantic context and sentence prosody in an online recognition task. 

Finally, the age range of the elderly participants in this study is enlarged compared to 

previous studies. In these previous studies, elderly participants usually had a maximum age of 

around 80. Since the number of people of 65 years and older has increased the last few 
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decades and will increase even further in the years to come, it is important to include people 

from over 80 years of age as well to get a good understanding of the age-related changes in 

spoken language processing. Therefore, the upper age limit was raised up to around 95 years.  

��� 5HVHDUFK�TXHVWLRQV�DQG�K\SRWKHVHV�
To investigate the issues mentioned above, the following research questions and 

accompanying hypotheses were formulated. 

 

Reliance on semantic context and sentence prosody 

 

1. When perceiving time-compressed natural speech, do elderly people benefit more, or 

less, than young adults from the presence of: 

a. semantic context (semantic relations between words)? 

b. sentence prosody? 

 

2. Does this age difference change with increased speech rate? 

 

In order to answer these two research questions on semantic and prosodic benefit in speech 

perception, three hypotheses were formulated and tested in this study. The core hypothesis is 

Hypothesis 3 (see below). This hypothesis concerns the interaction between age group (older 

and younger listeners), speech rate and benefit of semantic context and sentence prosody. 

Hypotheses 1 and 2 are two intermediate hypotheses that were formulated as introduction on 

Hypothesis 3. These hypotheses concern elderly listeners only.  

 

Hypothesis 1 (intermediate): 

If meaningful context and sentence prosody help to identify spoken words in difficult 

listening conditions, it is hypothesized that elderly people rely on semantic context and 

sentence prosody while perceiving and comprehending words in speech that is time-

compressed.  

a. Elderly people will use the presence of a semantic context (semantic relations) to 

perceive and comprehend words in time-compressed speech. Consequently, elderly are 

expected to have more problems with the perception of words when there is no 

semantic context present, and will thus have slower response times in the detection of 

words in time-compressed speech when context is absent. In other words, irrespective 

of compression rate, a main effect of semantic context is expected for elderly 

listeners.  

b. Besides semantic context, elderly people will also use the presence of sentence 

prosody to perceive and comprehend words in time-compressed speech. Thus, for 

elderly listeners, irrespective of compression rate, a main effect of sentence prosody 

is expected.  

 

Hypothesis 2 (intermediate): 

When the speech rate is increased further, elderly people will rely more and more on the use 

of semantic context and sentence prosody during spoken language processing, to overcome 

their difficulties with perceiving and comprehending this time-compressed speech. 

a. Concerning the reliance on semantic context, an interaction between semantic 

context and speech rate is expected. Thus, target detection time should be affected 
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more by the presence of meaningful context at the faster rate (2 times normal speech 

rate) than at the intermediate rate (1.5 times normal speech rate). 

b. For the reliance on sentence prosody, an interaction between prosody and speech 

rate is expected as well. Accordingly, target detection time should also be affected 

more by the presence of sentence prosody at the faster rate (2 times normal speech 

rate) than at the intermediate rate (1.5 times normal speech rate). 

 

Hypothesis 3 (core): 

When comparing elderly people with younger listeners, it is hypothesized that young adults 

have more processing capacity to focus on the speech signal and will not have to rely on 

semantic context and/or sentence prosody as (much as) elderly. It is therefore expected that 

young adults will have less problems with the perception of time-compressed speech than 

elderly people. So, young adults will perceive words in time-compressed speech faster than 

elderly people (main effect of age group). The difference between elderly and young adults 

will be even larger when the speech is more compressed (interaction between age group 

and speech rate).  

Furthermore, it is expected that, when speech rate is increased, the reliance on semantic 

context and/or sentence prosody will increase more for the elderly listeners than for the young 

adults. Therefore, a three-way interaction between age group, speech rate and semantic 

context, and a three-way interaction between age group, speech rate and sentence 

prosody are expected.  

 

 

Age-related hearing loss and cognitive decline 

 

3. To what extent can elderly listeners’ difficulty with perceiving fast speech be explained 

by individual differences in:  

a. age-related hearing loss?  

b. age-related cognitive processing decline? 

 

Hypothesis 4: 

a. It is hypothesized that, in elderly people, there will be a relation between hearing loss 

and the perception of time-compressed speech. If this is case, then there will be a 

negative correlation between hearing acuity and the correct detection rate of words in 

time-compressed speech: an increase in hearing loss will cause a decrease in correct 

word detection. 

b. It is also hypothesized that, in elderly people, there will be a relation between cognitive 

processing speed and the perception of time-compressed speech. Some studies have 

failed to find a significant contribution of processing speed to elderly listeners’ 

difficulties with time-compressed speech (Sommers & Danielson, 1999; Tun, 1998), 

but those studies often used offline methods, such as recall tasks, to examine elderly 

people’s speech perception ability. In the present study, however, a listening 

experiment containing a word monitoring task is conducted. As this experimental task 

taps more into online speech processing, it is expected that a correlation between 

cognitive processing speed and the perception of time-compressed speech will be 

found. If this is true, then a decrease in cognitive processing speed is expected to cause 

a decrease in correct word detection rate. 
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Speech rate judgement 

 

4. How do elderly people, compared to young listeners, judge the speech rate of time-

compressed speech? What is the influence of compression rate on their judgement? 

 

To be able to answer this research questions on speech rate judgement, two hypotheses 

were formulated and tested in this study. The core hypothesis is Hypothesis 6 (see below). 

Hypothesis 5 is an intermediate hypothesis that was formulated to introduce Hypothesis 6.  

 

Hypothesis 5: 

It is hypothesized that the more speech is time-compressed, the more elderly people will have 

problems with perceiving this speech correctly, and therefore will say that the speech is (too) 

fast for them. So, in the present study, it is expected that the more speech is time-compressed; 

the sooner elderly will subjectively judge it as being fast (main effect of speech rate). 

Earlier pilot research in the Utrecht phonetics laboratory has shown that elderly people do 

not have problems with detecting words in normal meaningful sentences that were presented 

at 1.5 times the original speech rate. It is therefore expected, that elderly will judge the rate of 

speech that is presented at 1.5 times the original speech rate as intelligible (“all right”). 

However, if speech is less intelligible because it is time-compressed further, elderly will judge 

it as fast or even too fast. So, speech presented at 2 times original rate is expected to be judged 

by elderly as “rather fast” or “very fast”.  

 

Hypothesis 6: 

If young adults have fewer problems with the perception of time-compressed speech than 

elderly people, it is hypothesized that they also subjectively might judge time-compressed 

speech as less fast than elderly listeners. Therefore, it is expected that elderly will judge time-

compressed speech as “faster” than young adults (main effect of age group).  

This difference in rate judgement between elderly and young adults will be even larger 

when the speech is more time-compressed. So, in the present study, age differences will be 

larger for speech presented at 2 times original rate than speech presented at 1.5 times original 

rate (interaction between age group and speech rate).  

 

 

 In the next chapter, the design of the listening experiment and the auditory and cognitive 

measurements will be described. Furthermore, information on the participants in this study 

will be given.  
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� 'HVLJQ�RI�WKH�VWXG\��

 

��� ([SHULPHQWDO�YDULDEOHV�DQG�FRQGLWLRQV�
To investigate the influence of semantic context and sentence prosody on the recognition of 

words in time-compressed speech by elderly, and to investigate the relation between age-

related hearing loss, decline of cognitive processing and elderly listeners’ ability to process 

fast speech, the following variables were tested in this study: 

    
Variable 1:  Type of context:  1. normal meaningful sentences,  

2. non-semantic sentences, 
3. word sequences.  

Variable 2:  Speech rate:    1. 1.5 times normal speech rate (67%),   
2. 2 times normal speech rate (50%). 

Variable 3:  Age:       1. elderly people,  
2. young adults. 

Variable 4:   Hearing acuity 
Variable 5:  Cognitive processing speed 

 

Variables 1, and 2 are within-subject variables; the other variables are between-subjects 

variable. Variable 1 (type of context) has two properties that are of interest for this study: (a) 

context, and (b) sentence prosody. In the normal sentences, both context and prosody are 

present. In the no-semantic sentences, only prosody is present. In the word sequences, neither 

context, nor sentence prosody is present. 

 

The variables type of context (V1) and speech rate (V2) were tested by means of a listening 

experiment. Taking these variables together, the following cross-table (Table 1) with 

conditions that were tested in this study can be formulated:  
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Rate 67% Rate 50% 
Speech rate &  

context: 
 
 
Age: 

Normal 
sentences 

Non-
semantic 
sentences 

Word 
sequences 

Normal 
sentences 

Non-
semantic 
sentences 

Word 
sequences 

Elderly ES1 ENS1 EW1 ES2 ENS2 EW2 

Young adults YS1 YNS1 YW1 YS2 YNS2 YW2 

 
Table 1 Conditions in this study 

 

The listening experiment consisted of two separate tasks: (1) a word monitoring task, and (2) 

a speech rate judgement task. The aim of the word monitoring task was to test hypotheses 1, 2 

and 3 of this study on the benefit from semantic context and sentence prosody during fast 

speech processing. The aim of the speech rate judgement task was to test hypotheses 5 and 6 

of this study on speech rate judgement. 

The variables hearing acuity (V4) and cognitive processing speed (V5) were assessed by 

means of standard tests and assessment procedures (to be described later). To investigate the 

contribution of hearing acuity and cognitive processing speed to the participant's ability to 

process time-compressed speech (hypothesis 4a and 4b), their relationship with the target 

detection scores of the participants on the listening experiment (collapsed over contexts and 

rates) was investigated. 

In the next sections of this chapter, the participants and the design and procedure of the 

experiment will be described. 

��� 3DUWLFLSDQWV�
In the present study, two independent groups of 29 elderly people and 24 young adults 

participated. They were all native speakers of Dutch. The main target group that was 

investigated concerned healthy elderly, age 65 and older. The young adults functioned as 

control group.  

The elderly participants were recruited in an elderly home and via verbal advertising. The 

young adults were recruited among students of the Utrecht University as well as via verbal 

advertising. All participants gave their informed consent prior to testing. People who had any 

known neurological diseases of the central nervous system (e.g. Cerebral Vascular Accident 

(CVA), Parkinson’s disease) or a major psychiatric disorder could not participate in the study. 

People who showed any signs of dementia were excluded from the experiment as well.   

From the 29 elderly people, the data of five participants were excluded from data analysis, 

because these elderly did not meet the selection criteria. Four participants had suffered from 

stroke (CVA) or multiple Transient Ischemic Attacks (TIAs). One participant showed signs of 

beginning dementia, as judged by the investigator, who is also a speech and language 

therapist. This resulted in an experimental group of 24 elderly people, consisting of 11 male 

and 13 female participants. They had a mean age of 78 (range 67 to 97 years, SD=8.7, 

median=78). The elderly participants did not wear a hearing aid, or when they did, they still 

were able to understand their conversation partner in a one-on-one situation. The participant’s 

corrected vision was sufficient to participate in the study. 

The group of young adults consisted of 6 male and 18 female participants. They had a 

mean age of 22 (range 19 to 29 years, SD=3.1, median=21). The young participants had no 

known speech, language or hearing problems, nor did they have any neurological diseases or 

psychiatric disorders. All young participants had normal or corrected to normal vision.  
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��� 'HVLJQ�RI�WKH�H[SHULPHQW�
The experiment consisted of two different parts. The first part contained the diagnostic 

measurements. These measurements concerned hearing acuity and cognitive processing 

speed. Additionally, the Groningen Intelligence Test vocabulary task was administered to 

check for verbal ability of the participants (Luteijn & van der Ploeg, 1983). The second part 

comprised the main task in this study: the listening experiment. This experiment contained a 

word monitoring task and a speech rate judgement task. The different parts were administered 

in this order during testing. 

All together, the execution of the experiment took about 1 hour and thirty minutes per 

participant for the elderly and one hour to one hour and fifteen minutes per participant for the 

young adults. Participants were tested either in a quiet room at their homes, or in a sound-

treated booth at the phonetics laboratory of the Utrecht Institute of Linguistics OTS (UiL-

OTS). 

����� 'LDJQRVWLF�PHDVXUHPHQWV�
Hearing acuity 

To assess hearing acuity of each participant, pure-tone air conduction thresholds were 

measured. For this purpose, a calibrated portable screening audiometer with standard 

headphones (Maico ST20, Germany) was used. Pure-tone air conduction thresholds were 

determined for both right and left ear at six frequencies (0.25, 0.50, 1, 2, 4, and 8 kHz), 

always starting with the best ear, or, if a participant could not tell which was his best ear, with 

the right ear. The participant had to respond to the tone by pressing a response button. The 

hearing threshold for each frequency was fixed at the level at which the participant could 

detect the tone in two out of three presentation trials. Hearing thresholds were expressed in dB 

units and tones were administered using a stepwise procedure (-10, +5 dB steps). Participants 

who were unable to detect a tone at 90 dB were assigned the maximum score of 90 dB for that 

frequency. Overall hearing acuity was expressed as the average of hearing thresholds at 1, 2, 

and 4 kHz for the better ear, according to recommendations for the assessment of hearing 

handicap (Davis, 1995).  

 

Cognitive measurements 

To obtain a global view of the cognitive processing of the participants, two cognitive tests, 

measuring speed of information processing and vocabulary knowledge, were included in the 

study as diagnostic measurements. The tests used here were selected because they were also 

used in similar studies on speech and language processing in elderly as diagnostic measuring 

instruments (Tun, 1998; Van Hooren et al., 2005). 

To measure information processing speed, the Digit-Symbol Substitution Test, a subtest of 

the Dutch version of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS-III-NL; Wechsler, 2000), 

was administered. Participants were asked to fill in symbols in cells that were indexed by a 

number. The numbers referred to nine number-symbol pairs in the key at the top of the form. 

Outcome was the total number of correctly recoded symbols within 120 seconds. For this 

study, 90 seconds has been used as time period instead of 120 seconds, to be able to compare 

scores obtained here with the scores obtained by Tun (1998) on the same test. (The 

comparison with Tun’s study will not be discussed in this thesis.) Subsequently, as a baseline 

measure for copying speed, each participant was asked to just simply copy as many symbols 

as possible in 90 seconds. 

 Vocabulary knowledge of the participants was measured by the vocabulary subtask of the 

Groningen Intelligence Test (GIT; Luteijn & van der Ploeg, 1983). In this subtask, 
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participants had to indicate which of five alternatives was a synonym of a given word. The 

total score that could be reached was 20 items correct. The elderly participants had a mean 

score of 15 items correct (SD=2.4). The young adults had a mean score of 16 items (SD=2.4). 

Both groups did not differ on verbal ability (t(46)<1, p=n.s.).  

����� /LVWHQLQJ�H[SHULPHQW�
Stimuli 

As target words for the test items, 96 disyllabic Dutch nouns were selected, 48 with initial 

stress (trochees) and 48 with final stress (iambs). The choice for this kind of target words was 

based on the kind of target words used in Quené and Port (2005). There were 96 target words 

used here, because the total number of words had to be divisible by six, for the six 

experimental conditions (these conditions will be explained later on). So, in each condition 

there were 16 target words as test items (see Table 3). The selected disyllabic targets had to be 

high frequency words, so every participant would know all the words. Moreover, they were 

morphologically simplex (except for one) and were not allowed to contain a schwa. The target 

words used here are displayed in Table 2. 87 of the 96 target words were also used in an 

earlier pilot study in the Utrecht phonetics laboratory. The remaining words were selected 

from the Dutch corpus of the CELEX database (version Dutch 3.1, 1995; see also Baayen, 

Piepenbrock & Van Rijn, 1993). These words are marked with an asterisk in Table 2. In the 

experiment, all 96 target words, the test trials, required a “go” response, i.e. the participant 

had to press the response button. 

 
Item 
nr. 

 

Target 
words 

(trochees) 

Item nr. Target 
words 

(trochees) 

Item nr. 
 

Target 
words 

(iambs) 

Item nr. Target 
words 

(iambs) 

1 Bami  25 album  49 foBie 73 Bazin * 

2 Banjo  26 staKing * 50 fonTein 74 Balans 

3 Basis  27 focus  51 framBoos 75 Ballon 

4 Bizon  28 foeTus  52 giTaar 76 Banaan 

5 Donor  29 foTo  53 harpoon 77 Baron 

6 Kano  30 whisKy * 54 hotel 78 Kameel 

7 Kassa  31 asBest * 55 iDool 79 Kanaal 

8 Kilo  32 herBerg  56 laKei 80 Karaf 

9 Koffie  33 herTog  57 metal 81 Kolom 

10 Komma  34 noTa  58 mobile 82 Kolos 

11 Koning  35 raDar  59 model 83 Konijn 

12 Panda  36 rebus  60 moTief 84 Paleis 

13 Pelgrim  37 rimBoe  61 naTuur 85 Paneel 

14 Poema  38 samBal  62 roBijn 86 Penseel 

15 Polis  39 schaDuw  63 sandal 87 Puree 

16 Potlood  40 Soda  64 saTijn 88 Paniek * 

17 Tango  41 arBeid * 65 symbol 89 Tarief 

18 Toffee  42 viKing  66 vandal 90 Terrein 

19 Toga  43 Judo  67 vulKaan 91 Toneel 

20 Torso  44 welKom  68 woesTijn 92 Tonijn 

21 Pinguïn  45 alTaar  69 friTuur 93 Tenor  

22 Kerrie  46 veTo * 70 liKeur 94 Kozijn 

23 Diva * 47 lotus  71 loKaal 95 Parfum * 

24 Tumor  48 saTan  

 

72 schanDaal 96 Dolfijn 

Table 2  96 disyllabic target words used in the listening experiment (words selected from the Dutch 
CELEX database are marked with an asterisk) 
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 In addition to the 96 test trials, 96 filler items were included in the experiment. The filler 

items consisted of 48 overlap and 48 miss items in both sentence contexts, and 36 overlap and 

36 miss items in the word sequence condition (see Table 3). Overlap items contained a word 

that was phonemically overlapping with the target word. For the miss items, the sentence or 

word sequence did not contain the target word. Both overlap and miss items required a “no-

go” response, i.e. the participant should not press the response button. For the word sequence 

condition only, 48 so called “go-filler” items were constructed. These go-fillers contained the 

target word just as the test items, but in a different position within the word sequence. The go-

filler items also required a “go” response. As opposed to the target words, the words 

surrounding the target word in a word sequence could contain a schwa. Furthermore, the 

experiment contained a number of practice trials, containing stimuli of each kind of item. 

 
Sentences Non-semantic sentences Word sequences 

Filler items Filler items Filler items 
 

 

Target 
items 

overlap miss 

Target 
items 

Overlap miss 

Target 
items 

 Go-
fillers 

overlap miss 
 

Rate 
67% 

16  8  8  16  8  8  16  8  6  6  

Rate 
50% 

16  8  8  16  8  8  16  8  6  6  

Table 3 Experimental conditions and the type and number of stimuli (without practice items) used in an 
experimental session 

 The target words described above were embedded in three different contexts: (1) normal 

meaningful sentences, (2) non-semantic sentences, and (3) word sequences. Examples of each 

context with types of stimuli are given in Table 4. The English examples are literal word-by-

word translations. A complete overview of all stimuli used in this study can be found in the 

Appendix. 

The normal meaningful sentences had normal sentence prosody, and had a “news like” 

sentence content. The target words that had to be recognized were not highly predictable 

within the sentence. Position of the target word varied between sentences, as well as sentence 

length.  

The non-semantic sentences were constructed out of real Dutch words, and were 

syntactically well-formed, but without any semantic relation and thus without any overall 

sense. Each non-semantic sentence was a counterpart of a normal meaningful sentence. Both 

normal and non-semantic sentence had the same syntactic construction and equal overall 

sentence length. They also contained approximately the same number of syllables and had the 

same sentence prosody. Moreover, the position of the target word was equal for each normal – 

non-semantic sentence pair.  

 The third context concerned a word sequence. Each word sequence consisted of five, six, 

or seven disyllabic words that had been uttered in isolation and had been combined later. 

Silent intervals between the words in a sequence were 400 ms in normal speech rate. Each 

word sequence filler item consisted of four, five, six, or seven disyllabic words. Stress pattern 

of the words in a sequence varied between sequences, so that participants could not guess the 

stress pattern of the upcoming word. The target word was always the fifth word in test trials. 

However, in the filler trials of this context, the target word could be in the fourth, fifth, sixth, 

or seventh position in the sequence.  
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1. Normal meaningful sentences 
 Target word: 

Test item: Aan de tafels zijn de jongeren met een gitaar bezig. GITAAR 

 At the tables the youths were with a guitar busy  

Overlap item: Per ongeluk sneuvelde er wel een ruitje bij de buren. RUITER 

 By accident did break a windowpane at the neighbours.   

Miss item: ’s Zomers groeien er prachtige gladiolen en gele brem. KERKEN 

 In summer grow magnificent gladiolas and yellow broom.  

 

2. Non-semantic sentences 
  Target word: 

Test item: Onder de kippen heeft de pollepel rond een gitaar gedroomd. GITAAR 

 At the chicken the spoon has round a guitar dreamt.  

Overlap item: Met spoed snurkte er nog een ruitje achter de theepot. RUITER 

 In haste snored another windowpane behind the teapot.  

Miss item: Overdag raden er sombere warmtebronnen en slome bast. KERKEN 

 By day guess somber heath sources and lethargic bark.  

 

3. Word sequences 
  Target word: 

Test item: Paraaf, finaal, luxe, velours, gitaar GITAAR 

 Initials, veneer, luxury, velour, guitar  

Overlap item: Kelner, tournee, lawaai, bliksem, eland, olijf, ruitje RUITER 

 Waiter, tour, noise, lightning, elk, olive, windowpane  

Miss item: Rimpel, liaan, jargon, poker KERKEN 

 wrinkle, liana, jargon, poker  

Go-filler item: Kanjer, patroon, luxe, miniem, freule, gewelf, gavel PATROON 

 ace, pattern, luxury, slight, lady, vault, front 
 

 

Table 4 Examples of the stimuli per context condition and stimulus type 

 

The stimuli for the three context conditions, were presented in two time-compressed 

conditions: 1.5 times normal speech rate (67% of the original duration), and 2.0 times normal 

speech rate (50% of the original duration). These rates were determined on the basis of earlier 

pilot research in the Utrecht phonetics laboratory. This pilot study showed that elderly people 

can still recognize words in normal Dutch sentences when the speech rate is compressed 67%, 

up to a detection score of 100%. It was expected, and also confirmed in the small pilot of the 

present study, that the elderly would have more difficulty with a 50% compression rate, 

especially in the non-semantic sentence condition. 

 

 A male native speaker of Dutch with a clear speaking style was asked to read all the 

sentence materials and isolated words at a normal speaking rate. The recordings were made in 

a sound-treated booth at the UiL-OTS phonetics lab, using a Sennheiser microphone and the 

speech recording software Audacity (http://audacity.sourceforge.net). The speech files were 
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recorded at 48 kHz and downsampled to 32 kHz afterwards by using the speech editing 

program PRAAT (www.praat.org). In order to achieve a similar speech rate, phrasing, and 

intonation contour across the two sentence contexts conditions, the speaker read each non-

semantic sentence directly after he had read its normal counterpart. Targets always carried 

sentence accent. The words of the word sequences were listed all together, and, for the 

recording, read in isolation and in alphabetical order. 

 When the recordings were finished, the sentences were stored as separate audio files. The 

words of the word sequences were spliced together with 400 ms intervals of silence between 

them. Next, all audio files were time-compressed to 67% and to 50% of the normal speech 

rate using PSOLA as implemented in PRAAT (www.praat.org).  

Finally, target onset and target offset time of each stimulus audio file were determined by 

hand for the normal speech rate audio files, and subsequently calculated for both compression 

rates. Analysis of the word durations in the normal speech rate files showed that mean 

duration of the target word was 440 ms in the normal sentence context (SD=56), 452 ms 

(SD=52) in the non-semantic sentence context, and 584 ms in the word sequence context 

(SD=83). An analysis of variances (ANOVA) showed that there was a significant effect of 

context on target duration (F(2,285)=145.5, p<.001). Post-hoc tests showed that target 

duration did not significantly differ between the two sentence contexts (p=.407), but that the 

word sequence condition did differ significantly from both normal and non-semantic context 

conditions (p<.001 in both comparisons). Implications of these findings will be discussed in 

Chapter 3 (Results) and Chapter 4 (Discussion and conclusion) of this thesis. 

 

 

Design 

As mentioned earlier, the three contexts (normal sentences, non-semantic sentences, and word 

sequences) and the two compression rates made six conditions. In order to prevent any 

priming effects of the target words on the response times of the participants, each participant 

could hear a target word only once, i.e. in one condition only. Therefore, the 96 targets were 

randomly divided into six groups of 16 items. These six groups were rotated over the six 

stimuli lists according to a Latin square design. For example, the 16 test items that occurred in 

condition 1 (normal sentences at 67% speech rate) on list 1, occurred on list 2 in condition 6 

(word sequences at 50% speech rate).  

On each list, the six conditions were presented in separate trial blocks in a fixed order: first 

the normal sentence condition, then the non-semantic sentence condition, and then the word 

sequence condition were presented at 67% of normal speech rate. Subsequently, the three 

context conditions (in the same order) were presented at 50% of normal rate. This 

presentation order is chosen, because in this order there is an increase in difficulty of speech 

rate and context (see also Section 2.1). The presentation order is the same for each participant, 

to prevent possible effects of the order of presentation on the response times of the 

participants. Each block was followed by a question about the speech rate concerning the 

stimuli of that preceding block (the judgement task). 

The blocks containing the normal sentences and the non-semantic sentences were preceded 

by seven practice trials containing hit, overlap, and miss items. To ensure that initial 

adaptation to the fastest rate had taken place before the test trials began, the first 50% rate 

block (containing normal sentences) started with 14 (not 7) practice trials. The two blocks 

containing word sequences were preceded by 9 practice trials containing hit, overlap, miss, 

and go-filler items. Within each block (condition), the order of presentation of test and filler 

trials was randomized for each participant. 

The experiment was controlled by the Flexible Experiment Program (FEP; Veenker, 

2005).  
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Procedure 

Participants were tested individually, sitting at a table at a quiet location. The listening 

experiment was run on a computer screen or a laptop that was placed in front of the 

participant. The target word was presented in black on a light grey background just above the 

centre of the screen. The target item was presented in lowercase letters (large font). The 

response button was placed on the table at the right of the computer screen or laptop in case of 

a right-handed participant, or left for left-handers. The audio stimuli were presented to the 

participants via closed headphones (Beyer Dynamic DT770) at a comfortable listening level. 

As described in the section about the design, the listening experiment consisted of six 

blocks of stimuli, presented in a fixed order, and each block followed by a question about the 

speech rate concerning the stimuli of that block. In each trial within a block (condition) 

participants first saw the target word on the screen and subsequently, they heard a sentence or 

word sequence over the headphone. They had to press the response button as quickly as they 

detected the target word that was presented on the screen. A trial started with the display of 

the target word on the screen 800 ms prior to speech onset and the word remained visible 

during the audio presentation of the stimulus. Inter-trial intervals were 2500 ms, during which 

the participant was shown a blank screen. Following sentence offset, participants had a period 

of 2 seconds (in the inter-trial interval) in which they could still give their response.  

For each trial, the time measurement of a response started when the audio was presented 

and stopped when the participant pressed the response button. The response times measured 

from onset and offset of the target words were computed afterwards, during data analysis. 

Each block was followed by a question about the speech rate concerning the stimuli of that 

block (“Wat vond u van de spreeksnelheid?” – “What did you think of the speech rate?”). 

Participants had to judge the speech rate of the sentences or word sequences they had heard 

on a 7-point scale, by selecting one of the given options on the screen. These options were (in 

order of presentation on the screen): 

 

"zeer langzaam"   (very slow) 

     "tamelijk langzaam"   (rather slow) 

     "beetje langzaam"    (a little slow) 
 "goed"       (all right) 

 "beetje snel"     (a little fast) 

 "tamelijk snel"    (rather fast) 

 "zeer snel"     (very fast) 

 

After the participants had clicked on their choice, the experiment continued with the next 

block. 

Participants received instructions for the listening experiment and the judgement task on 

paper before testing. In the instructions, the participants were told that they had to read the 

word that would appear on the computer screen, and shortly after that they would hear a 

sentence or word sequence over a headphone. The participants had to press the response 

button as soon as they heard the whole target word that was presented on the screen. 

Participants were notified that they had to listen to the whole word carefully before pressing 

the response button and that there would be cases in which the word on the screen would not 

occur in the sentence, or that a word that was phonemically overlapping with the target would 

occur. Furthermore, participants were told in the instructions that after each block they had to 

answer the question about the speech rate of the preceding block by selecting one of the given 

options on the screen. 
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 The experiment started with the practice trials of the first block of normal sentences. After 

these practice items participants were allowed to ask questions. If there were no further 

questions, the experiment continued with the trials of the first block. 

��� 3LORW�
The stimuli and design of the listening experiment were tested in a small pilot study. The 

pure-tone audiogram, Digit-Symbol Substitution Test and the vocabulary subtask of the GIT 

were also administered to see how long the execution of all the different parts would take. In 

this pilot, 3 elderly people, two male and one female, (mean age=87.7, SD=1.2) participated. 

Unfortunately, due to technical problems, one participant could not finish the listening 

experiment. The data of the other two participants were analyzed, and, on the basis of these 

results, no major adjustments were made to the design of the experiment. Only the 

distribution of some of the overlap and miss filler items was rearranged over the six stimuli 

lists, however, this did not change the experimental design.   
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� 5HVXOWV�

��� 'LDJQRVWLF�PHDVXUHPHQWV�
Hearing acuity 

 

Pure-tone air conduction thresholds were measured to assess hearing acuity of all participants. 

Overall hearing acuity was expressed as the average of hearing thresholds at 1, 2, and 4 kHz 

for the better ear. Mean hearing threshold was 30.4 dB for the elderly people (SD=15.9), and 

4.0 dB for the young adults (SD=3.9) (see also Table 5). Mean hearing thresholds differed 

significantly between the two groups (t(46)=7.9, p<.001). Whereas the young adults had 

hearing thresholds within normal range (i.e. under 15 dB), the elderly participants showed 

clear signs of age-related hearing loss.   

 

Cognitive processing speed 

 

The Digit-Symbol Substitution Test (WAIS-III-NL; Wechsler, 2000) was administered to 

measure speed of information processing. Two elderly participants could not participate in 

this test because of visual problems. Therefore, the analysis is based on the data of 22 elderly 

people and 24 young adults.  

For the elderly, mean coding speed was 42 symbols in 90 s (SD=12.3), and mean copying 

speed was 86 (SD=29.0). For the young adults, mean coding speed was 71 symbols in 90 s 

(SD=7.2), and mean copying speed 146 (SD=18.0). Young adults were faster than older 

adults both in recoding symbols (t(44)=-10.1, p<.001) and just simply copying these symbols 

(t(44)=-8.5, p<.001). Age differences remained after correction for the motor component, by 

subtracting the time needed to copy the number of symbols from the time needed to recode 

this number of symbols (t(44)=4.2, p<.001). Mean processing speed was 1.23 s per symbol 

(SD=0.69) for the elderly and 0.65 s per symbol (SD=0.10) for the young adults. This 

suggests that elderly participants were slower in carrying out the mental coding operations, 

and thus slower in processing information. A summary of these data can be found in Table 5. 
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Elderly 
(N=24) 

Young adults 
(N=24) 

 
 
Variable: 
 

Mean SD Mean SD 

Age (years) 78 8.7 22 3.1 

Hearing acuity (dB) 30.4 15.9 4.0 3.9 

Digit-Symbol Substitution Test*:     

 Coding speed (sym/90s) 42 12.3 71 7.2 

 Copying speed (sym/90s) 86 29.0 146 18.0 

 Processing speed (s/sym) 1.23 0.69 0.65 0.10 

Table 5 Characteristics of the participants (* N=22 for the elderly) 

 

��� /LVWHQLQJ�H[SHULPHQW��ZRUG�PRQLWRULQJ�
The first aim of the listening experiment was to investigate how easily elderly, in comparison 

with young adults, could detect pre-assigned target words in normal meaningful sentences 

(containing both semantic context and sentence prosody), non-semantic sentences (containing 

sentence prosody only), and word sequences (containing neither semantic context, nor 

sentence prosody) at two rates of time-compressed speech (1.5 times (67%) and 2 times 

(50%) normal rate). 

For this purpose, target detection accuracy and target detection times on all test items in all 

conditions were measured for each participant and analyzed afterwards. Besides correct 

detection rate on the test items, false detection rates on the overlap and miss items in all 

conditions were measured as well. 

 

Target detection rate 

 

First, as an indication of task difficulty, false detection rates (collapsed over overlap and miss 

conditions) are given in Table 6 for both speech rates and for the three context conditions. The 

relatively low false detection rates for both age groups showed that listeners did not press the 

response button whenever something sounded like the target. Overall, the elderly had slightly 

more false detections on the overlap and miss items than the young adults. Besides, they had 

more false detections in the word sequence conditions at both rates relative to the two 

sentence conditions than the young adults.   

 

Rate 67% Rate 50% 
Speech rate &  

context: 
 
 
Age: 

Normal 
sentences 

Non-
semantic 
sentences 

Word 
sequences 

Normal 
sentences 

Non-
semantic 
sentences 

Word 
sequences 

Elderly 7.0 4.7 8.7 5.2 2.7 9.0 

Young adults 4.7 2.1 2.1 3.6 3.4 1.4 

Table 6 False detection rates (in %) collapsed over overlap and miss items 
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Second, results for accurate detection of test targets in the different conditions are given in 

Table 7. Detection was only counted as accurate if the subject had pressed the response button 

after target onset. The relatively high recognition rates for both groups showed that the 

recognition task was not too difficult, in the sense that participants could still respond to the 

target word. The percentages showed that the young adults were slightly better than the 

elderly in correctly detecting the target words.  
 

Rate 67% Rate 50% 
Speech rate &  

context: 
 
 
Age: 

Normal 
sentences 

Non-
semantic 
sentences 

Word 
sequences 

Normal 
sentences 

Non-
semantic 
sentences 

Word 
sequences 

Elderly 99.7 99.0 99.5 95.1 95.6 97.9 

Young adults 99.7 99.7 100 99.5 98.7 99.0 

Table 7 Correct detection rate (in %) per speech rate and context condition 

 

Target detection time 

 

Response times were measured from target offset. This was done to account for the fact that 

target duration differed for the two speech rate conditions, and for the fact that targets were 

longer in the word sequence context than in the two sentence contexts. However, analysis of 

the response times showed that some participants already responded before target offset, with 

a maximum of 223 ms prior to word offset. So, to avoid negative response times, a point 225 

ms before target offset was chosen as starting point of the time measurement. In Table 8, 

mean detection times (from 225 ms before target offset) are given for the different speech 

rates, contexts and age groups. In Figure 1, these mean detection times are plotted in a bar 

chart. 

 

Rate 67% Rate 50% 
Speech rate &  

context: 
 
 
Age: 

Normal 
sentences 

Non-
semantic 
sentences 

Word 
sequences 

Normal 
sentences 

Non-
semantic 
sentences 

Word 
sequences 

Elderly 490 612 327 588 602 424 

Young adults 377 411 272 437 459 323 

Table 8 Response times in ms for the different conditions (measured from 225 ms before target offset) 
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Figure 1 Mean target detection times (in ms, with pooled standard errors) 

Normality tests showed that target detection times were not normally distributed. 

Therefore, target detection times were log transformed to normalize the data and entered into 

univariate ANOVAs, by participants (F1) and items (F2), to test the effects of Age Group, 

Rate, and Condition (context). The design was a 2 (Age group: elderly, young adults) × 2 

(Rate: 1.5x (67%), 2.0x (50%) original speech rate) × 3 (Condition: normal sentences, non-

semantic sentences, word sequences) design, in which age group was a between-participants 

variable and both rate and condition were within-participants variables.  

 

As can be seen in Fig. 1, there was an interaction between Age and Condition 

(F1(2,46)=8.4, p<.001; F2(2,95)=6.9, p=.001). This indicates that, irrespective of speech rate, 

the response times in the three context conditions differed for the two age groups. The 

interaction between Rate and Condition was significant as well (F1(2,46)=27.8, p<.001; 

F2(2,95)=22.2, p<.001), indicating that, irrespective of age group, the response times in the 

three context conditions also differed for the two speech rates. Both interactions were 

supported by a three-way interaction between Age, Rate and Context (F1(2,46)=11.4, p<.001; 

F2(2,95)=9.0, p<.001). There was no interaction between Age and Rate (F1(1,42)<1, n.s.; 

F2(2,95)<1, n.s.); both age groups took longer to respond at the fastest (50%) rate.  

The significant interactions found here, however, could have been caused by the word 

sequence condition, which was relatively easy compared to the two sentence contexts, due to 

the longer durations of the target words (see Section 2.3.2 Listening experiment – Stimuli). 

Nevertheless, if the word sequence condition (at both speech rates) is left out of the analysis, 

and thus if we look at the effect of semantic context only, the interactions were still found to 

be significant (Age*Condition: F1(1,46)=6.4, p=.012; F2(1,95)=5.9, p=.015), 

(Rate*Condition: F1(1,46)=28.8, p<.001; F2(1,95)=22.5, p<.001) and (Age*Rate*Condition: 

F1(1,46)=15.7, p<.001; F2(1,95)=11.9, p=.001). Clearly, elderly participants relied more on 

semantic context during speech perception at the moderately fast (67%) rate than at the fastest 

(50%) rate, while young adults showed context facilitation at both speech rates (see also 

Figure 1). This contradicts the hypothesis that elderly people will increase their reliance on 

semantic context during speech perception when speech rate is increased (i.e. it contradicts 

Hypothesis 2a). It also contradicts Hypothesis 3, which predicted that, when speech rate is 

increased, the reliance on semantic context will increase more for the elderly listeners than for 

the young adults. 
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All interactions were supported by significant main effects of Age Group, Rate, and 

Condition. Response times of the elderly participants were significantly longer than those of 

the young adults (Age Group effect: F1(1,46)=28.4, p<.001; F2(1,95)=678.8, p<.001) and 

response times to speech at the fastest (50%) speech rate were longer (relative to target offset) 

than at the moderately fast (67%) rate (Rate effect: F1(1,46)=364.4, p<.001; F2(1,95)=289.1, 

p<.001). Furthermore, response times differed for the three context conditions (Condition 

effect: F1(2,46)=814.1, p<.001; F2(2,95)=655.7, p<.001). If the word sequence condition is 

excluded from the analysis, still a significant main effect of condition (in this case of semantic 

context) is found (Condition effect: F1(1,46)=82.8, p<.001; F2(1,95)=71.8, p<.001). Figure 1 

shows that participants responded faster in the normal sentence condition than in the non-

semantic sentence condition.  

  

To examine the interactions mentioned above more closely, separate ANOVAs were 

conducted per age group. To investigate the influence of semantic context on the perception of 

time compressed speech, response times of the normal sentence condition (containing 

semantic context) were compared with response times of the non-semantic sentence condition 

(not containing semantic context). 

The elderly people showed a main effect of Condition (in this case semantic context) 

(F1(1,23)=54.7, p<.001; F2(1,95)=50.4, p<.001). In line with Hypothesis 1a (benefit of 

context in elderly), older listeners had faster response times when there was semantic context 

present. Furthermore, elderly listeners showed a significant interaction between Rate and 

Condition (F1(1,23)=35.3, p<.001; F2(1,95)=28.3, p<.001). At the 67% rate, elderly were 

significantly faster in the normal sentence condition than in the non-semantic condition. 

However, at the 50% rate the response times were almost the same for both conditions. As 

already reported before, this indicates that elderly are able to benefit from context facilitation 

when speech is moderately time-compressed (67% rate), but not when speech is compressed 

to twice normal rate (and thus contradicting our Hypothesis 2a: more benefit of context with 

increased speech rate in elderly).  

The young adults showed no interaction between Rate and Condition (F1(1,23)=1.3, n.s.; 

F2(1,95)=1.0, n.s.). The difference in response times between the two sentence conditions did 

not differ significantly for the two speech rates. However, the analyses of the data showed a 

significant main effect of both Condition (F1(1,23)=27.8, p<.001; F2(1,95)=22.2, p<.001) and 

Rate (F1(1,23)=126.3, p<.001; F2(1,95)=98.7, p<.001). Clearly, young adults are still able to 

benefit (a little) from sentence context when speech is compressed to 2 times normal rate (see 

also Figure 1). This is in line with the compensatory use of context as speech is more time-

compressed.   

   

To investigate the influence of sentence prosody on the perception of time compressed 

speech (without taking semantic context into account), response times of the non-semantic 

sentence condition (containing sentence prosody) were compared with response times of the 

word sequence condition (not containing sentence prosody). 

As can be seen in both Table 8 and Figure 1, response times in the word sequence contexts 

(at both rates and for both age groups) were faster than response times in the non-semantic 

sentence condition (and also faster than response times in the normal sentence condition), 

which is supported by a significant main effect of Condition (in this case sentence prosody) 

(F1(1,46)=1510.7, p<.001; F2(1,95)=1182.0, p<.001) This contradicts the prediction in 

Hypothesis 1b (benefit of prosody in elderly) that, for the elderly, the word sequence 

conditions should obtain the longest response times, since these sequences contain neither 

semantic context, nor sentence prosody to facilitate speech perception. A possible explanation 
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for these results could be that target word duration in the word sequence condition was 

significantly longer than in both sentence conditions (see Section 2.3.2 Listening experiment - 

Stimuli). Further possible explanations for the results obtained for the word sequence 

condition will be given in the discussion (see Chapter 4). 

Separate ANOVAs per age group showed that, for the elderly listeners, there was a 

significant interaction between Rate and Condition (F1(1,23)=63.2, p<.001; F2(1,95)=50.0, 

p<.001). Table 8 and Figure 1 show that, at both speech rates, elderly had significantly faster 

response times in the word sequence condition than in the non-semantic sentence condition. 

This seems to confirm that the word sequence condition was relatively easy compared to the 

non-semantic sentence condition. However, the results also show that response times in the 

non-semantic sentence condition at the 50% speech rate were almost the same as at the 67% 

rate. Response times in the word sequence condition, on the other hand, were slower at the 

50% rate than at the 67% rate. It seems that, for the elderly participants, the non-semantic 

sentences were approximately of equal difficulty at both speech rates, while the word 

sequences were more difficult at the fastest (50%) speech rate than at the moderately fast 

(67%) rate. What these results imply for accepting or rejecting Hypothesis 2b (more benefit 

of prosody with increased speech rate in elderly) will be discussed in Chapter 4 (Discussion 

and conclusion).  

 The young adults showed no significant interaction between Rate and Condition (with 

p<.01) (F1(1,23)=1.3, p=.032.; F2(1,95)=1.0, p=n.s.). There was no significant difference in 

response times between the word sequence condition and non-semantic sentence condition for 

the two speech rates. At both rates, response times were faster for the word sequence 

condition than for the non-semantic sentence condition. Although response times in both 

conditions increased with an increase of speech rate, the young adults were still able to detect 

words up to 100% when speech is compressed to 2 times normal rate (see detection accuracy 

in Table 7), even when there was no sentence prosody (and in this case also no semantic 

context) present. This seems to be in line with the prediction in Hypothesis 3 that young 

adults do not have to rely on semantic context and/or sentence prosody as much as elderly 

listeners during speech perception to correctly comprehend time-compressed speech. Again 

must be noted, however, that the results obtained here could have been influenced by the 

difference in target duration between the two conditions. See the next chapter for further 

discussion. 

��� /LVWHQLQJ�H[SHULPHQW��VSHHFK�UDWH�MXGJHPHQW�
The second aim of the listening experiment was to investigate how elderly, in comparison 

with young adults, would judge the rate of speech that was presented to them at different 

time-compression rates. Again with semantic context and sentence prosody present or absent. 

For this purpose, participants had to rate the speech of each context × rate condition at a 7-

point judgement scale, from “very slow” (0) to “very fast” (6). 

 In Table 9, mean judgement scores are given for the different speech rates, contexts and 

age groups. In Figure 2, the data are also shown in an interaction plot. 
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Rate 67% Rate 50% 
Speech rate &  

context: 
 
 
Age: 

Normal 
sentences 

Non-
semantic 
sentences 

Word 
sequences 

Normal 
sentences 

Non-
semantic 
sentences 

Word 
sequences 

Elderly 3.5  3.5 3.2 4.4 4.6 3.9 

Young adults 4.0 4.0 2.7 5.0 5.0 3.9 

Table 9 Mean speech rate judgement scores on a 7-point scale 

 

Figure 2 Speech rate judgement scores (estimated marginal means)  

Overall, the elderly participants judged speech presented at 1.5 times (67%) normal speech 

rate as being “all right”, only the non-semantic sentences were given the judgement “a little 

fast”. Speech that was presented at 2 times normal speech rate was judged as being “a little 

fast”, only the non-semantic sentences were given the judgement “rather fast”, so there was a 

difference in rate judgement between the two compression rates. This difference is supported 

by a significant main effect of Rate for the older age group (F(2,23=71.7, p<.001). This is in 

line with Hypothesis 5 (effect of speech rate in elderly): elderly listeners judge speech 

presented at 2 times original rate as faster than speech presented at 2 times (50%) original 

rate.  

 

Speech rate judgement scores were further analysed using univariate ANOVAs to 

investigate possible main effects and interactions of Age Group, Rate and Condition. The 

analyses showed that, judgement scores of both groups were not significantly different (Age 

Group effect: F(1,46)=1.4, p=n.s.). This contradicts the hypothesis that elderly would judge 

time-compressed speech as “faster” than young adults because they would have more 
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difficulty with perceiving this time-compressed speech than younger listeners (Hypothesis 6: 

elderly judge speech as faster than young). 

As for Rate, judgement scores on speech at the fastest (50%) speech rate were higher, i.e. 

speech was judged as being faster, than at the moderately fast (67%) rate (Rate effect: 

F(1,46)=213.3, p<.001). Furthermore, there was a significant main effect of Condition 

(F(2,46)=68.7, p<.001), indicating that judgement scores differed for the three context 

conditions. As was the case with the response times (see Section 3.2), this effect of condition, 

however, could have been caused by the relatively easy word sequence condition. Post-hoc 

tests (with Bonferroni adjustment for multiple comparisons) showed that there was a 

significant difference in judgement scores between the normal sentence condition and the 

word sequence condition, and also between the non-semantic sentence condition and the word 

sequence condition (p<.05). The difference between the two sentence conditions, on the other 

hand, was not significant. Both the elderly and the young adults judged the speech of the word 

sequence condition as sounding slower than the speech of both the normal and the non-

semantic sentence condition (see Table 9 and Figure 2).  

The only interaction that was found to be significant was the interaction between Condition 

and Age (F(2,46)=13.1, p<.001). This indicates that, irrespective of rate, the differences in 

judgement score between both sentence conditions and the word sequence condition differed 

for the two age groups. Figure 2 shows that the elderly showed a smaller difference in 

judgement score between the two sentence conditions and the word sequences than the young 

adults did. Whereas the young adults thought the word sequences to be sounding considerably 

slower than both the normal and non-semantic sentences, the elderly listeners did not hear that 

much difference in speech rate between the three context conditions (only at the fastest (50%) 

rate).   

According to Hypothesis 6 (interaction between age group and speech rate), it was 

expected that the difference in rate judgement between elderly and young adults would 

increase with an increase of speech rate. The interaction between Rate and Age group, 

however, did not find significance (F(1,46)=1.8, p=n.s.).   

��� 5HODWLRQ�EHWZHHQ�IDVW�VSHHFK�SHUFHSWLRQ��KHDULQJ�DFXLW\�DQG�
FRJQLWLYH�SURFHVVLQJ�VSHHG�

To investigate the contribution of hearing acuity and cognitive processing speed to the elderly 

listeners' difficulty with perceiving fast speech, their relationship with correct detection rates 

(collapsed over contexts and rates) was investigated. Since the correct detection rate data were 

not normally distributed due to the binominal response method used the listening experiment 

(“go” or “no-go”), detection rates were transformed into proportions.  

 Bivariate correlation analyses showed that there was a significant correlation between 

elderly listeners' hearing acuity and their correct detection rate (Spearman’s rho=-.607, 

p=.002). A scatter plot of this correlation (see Figure 3) shows that the higher the hearing 

threshold of the elderly participant, the lower the correct target detection rate. There was no 

significant correlation between the corrected Digit-Symbol Substitution speed measure and 

correct detection rate of the elderly participants (Spearman’s rho=-.211, p=n.s.).  
Furthermore, a regression analysis was conducted using a linear multiple regression model 

with correct detection rate as dependent variable and with hearing acuity and cognitive 

processing speed as predictors. There was a significant effect of elderly listeners' hearing 

acuity on their correct detection rate (p<0.01). The corrected Digit-Symbol Substitution speed 

measure did not significantly affect correct detection rate. It must be noted, that it would have 

been better to use a logistic regression model here instead of a linear regression model. 
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However, the use of logistic regression is beyond the possibilities of this study. If the Y-axis 

of the scatter plot in Figure 3 is transformed to a logarithmic scale, a linear correlation is 

found between hearing acuity and correct detection rate.  
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Figure 3 Scatter plot showing correlation between hearing acuity and correct detection rate for the elderly participants  

The results on hearing acuity in relation to correct detection rate are in line with 

Hypothesis 4a, which predicted a relationship between age-related hearing loss and elderly 

listeners’ ability to perceive time-compressed speech. The hypothesis on the relationship 

between processing speed and correct detection rate (Hypothesis 4b), on the other hand, was 

not confirmed by the data in this study. Even though both hearing loss and cognitive decline 

are assumed to play a role in elderly listeners’ difficulty with perceiving fast speech, the 

cognitive speed measure did not predict target detection performance here. 
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� 'LVFXVVLRQ�DQG�FRQFOXVLRQ�

��� 'LVFXVVLRQ�
This study was set up to investigate how elderly people, compared to young adults, rely on 

both semantic context and sentence prosody during the perception of time-compressed 

speech. Moreover, we wanted to examine how elderly listeners subjectively judge the speech 

rate of this time-compressed speech. Additionally, hearing acuity and cognitive processing 

speed were assessed to investigate the relation between these two factors and elderly listeners’ 

ability to process fast speech. 

����� 5HOLDQFH�RQ�VHPDQWLF�FRQWH[W�DQG�VHQWHQFH�SURVRG\�
It was hypothesized that, if meaningful context and sentence prosody can help elderly people 

to identify spoken words in difficult listening conditions, elderly will rely on semantic context 

and sentence prosody to perceive and comprehend words in a sentence when speech is time-

compressed (Hypotheses 1a and 1b: benefit of context and prosody in elderly). When the 

speech rate is further increased, reliance on semantic context and sentence prosody will 

become more and more important (Hypothesis 2a and 2b: increased benefit of context/ 

prosody with increase of speech rate in elderly). When comparing elderly people with 

younger listeners, young adults were hypothesized to have more processing capacity to focus 

on the speech signal and will not have to rely on semantic context and/or sentence prosody as 

(much as) elderly. Therefore, young adults were expected to have fewer problems with the 

perception of time-compressed speech than elderly people. The difference between elderly 

and young adults will be even larger when the speech is more compressed (Hypothesis 3: 

more benefit of context/ prosody with increased speech rate for elderly than for young 

adults). 

 

 Concerning the reliance on semantic context, the results in this study show that, 

irrespective of compression rate, older listeners had faster response times when there was 

semantic context present (Hypothesis 1a). At the 1.5 times normal rate, elderly were 

significantly faster in the normal sentence condition than in the non-semantic condition. 

However, at the 2 times normal rate the response times were almost the same for both 

conditions. Clearly, elderly listeners are able to benefit from context facilitation when speech 
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is moderately time-compressed (1.5x rate), but not when speech is compressed to twice 

normal rate. This conflicts with Hypothesis 2a and, thus, does not confirm the suggestion that 

elderly benefit more from semantic context to facilitate speech perception when speech is 

more and more time-compressed. 

The young adults, on the other hand, were able to benefit from sentence context at both the 

intermediate (1.5x rate) and the fastest (2x rate) speech rate. This confirms the prediction that 

young adults would have fewer problems with perceiving time-compressed speech 

(Hypothesis 3), but it also shows that younger listeners do benefit from the facilitation effect 

of semantic context when comprehending fast speech.   

 The question is now: why were the elderly participants not able to benefit from context 

facilitation when speech was compressed to twice normal rate? The answer to this question 

might be found in the literature on neuroimaging studies. Recent studies (using the N400) 

have shown that the effect of a constraining sentence context on speech perception is smaller 

in older than in young listeners (Federmeier et al., 2002; Federmeier & Kutas, 2005). This 

suggests that older adults do not use context predictively during language processing. The 

present data seem to confirm this suggestion. A possible explanation for these results could be 

found in age-related cognitive decline. One characteristic of age-related cognitive decline is 

general cognitive slowing (Salthouse, 1996). Possibly, due to this cognitive slowing, elderly 

listeners may not be able to build up an integrated meaning representation during language 

processing fast enough to benefit of the available semantic context when speech is time-

compressed to twice normal rate. However, according to the present data, they still can build 

up this meaning representation when speech is time-compressed to 1.5 times original rate. If 

we look at the detection accuracy, elderly listeners, like young adults, can still reliably detect 

pre-assigned words in speech that is presented at twice the normal rate. So, detecting a single 

word in time-compressed speech does not seem to be a problem. The difficulty is the amount 

of time that is needed to process a sentence. It seems that elderly are able to use semantic 

context predictively during speech processing, but only up to a certain compression rate. 

When speech is presented at 2 times normal rate, semantic comprehension lags behind word 

perception and thus semantic context cannot facilitate elderly listeners’ speech perception 

anymore. 

Another process that might interfere with the use of semantic context is age-related hearing 

loss (presbycusis). The elderly participants in this study showed clear signs of age-related 

hearing loss (the average hearing threshold for this group was 30 dB). Two important 

problems caused by presbycusis are the loss of intelligibility for speech (phonemic regression) 

and delay in central auditory processing. These auditory problems make it more difficult for 

elderly to correctly perceive a sentence. Poorer perception of the sentence context will 

subsequently complicate the construction of an integrated meaning representation. As a 

consequence, poorer perception will also reduce the potential facilitatory effect of semantic 

context during language processing. 

 

Concerning the reliance on sentence prosody, the results in this study show that, 

irrespective of compression rate and for both elderly and young adults, response times in the 

word sequence contexts were faster than response times in the two sentence conditions. For 

the elderly, this result contradicts Hypothesis 1b (benefit of prosody in elderly), which 

predicted that the word sequence condition should obtain the longest response times, because 

this condition lacks both semantic context and sentence prosody to facilitate speech 

perception.  

To investigate the effect of sentence prosody only (without taking semantic context into 

account), response times of the non-semantic sentence condition were compared with 

response times of the word sequence condition. For the elderly, an increase of speech rate 
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caused an increase in response time for the word sequences, but not for the non-semantic 

sentences. For the non-semantic sentence condition the response time of the elderly at the 

fastest (50%) speech rate was almost the same as the response time at the moderately fast 

(67%) rate. This seems to suggest that the word sequences were more difficult to process at 

the fastest rate than the non-semantic sentences. This result could possibly be attributed to the 

presence or absence of sentence prosody. The word sequences did not contain sentence 

prosody and response times in this condition increased with an increase of speech rate. The 

non-semantic sentences, on the other hand, did contain prosody and response times in this 

condition did not increase with increased speech rate. This seems to suggest that the elderly 

participants relied on sentence prosody in this latter condition during speech processing. 

Although these results seems to be in line with Hypothesis 2b (benefit of prosody as speech 

rate increases), we cannot accept this hypothesis on the basis of the results obtained here, as 

there are some concerns about the validity of the experimental design used to test this 

hypothesis. These concerns will be discussed further below.   

 The young adults in this study showed no significant difference in response times between 

the word sequence condition and non-semantic sentence condition for the two speech rates. At 

both rates, response times were faster for the word sequence condition than for the non-

semantic sentence condition. As correct detection rates of these younger listeners were up to 

100% even for the fastest (2x normal) speech rate, it seems that young adults do not need 

sentence prosody (and in this case also no semantic context) to correctly perceive speech that 

is presented at 2 times original rate. This is in line with the prediction in Hypothesis 3 that 

young adults do not have to rely as much as elderly listeners on semantic context and/or 

sentence prosody.  

A possible explanation for the difference in reliance on sentence prosody (and maybe also 

the reliance on semantic context) between older and younger listeners might be the amount of 

processing capacity they have. Young adults might have fewer problems with perceiving 

time-compressed speech, because they just have more processing capacity to focus on the 

speech signal than elderly listeners have.  

 

The results on the effect of sentence prosody reported above must be interpreted with 

caution, as there are some remarks to be made with regard to the experimental design that was 

used to investigate this effect. As already briefly mentioned before, the word sequence 

condition turned out to be relatively easy, compared to the two sentence conditions, and this 

could have influenced the results mentioned above. One of the things that contributed to this 

difference in difficulty was that target word duration in the word sequence condition was 

significantly longer than in both sentence conditions. This difference was caused by the way 

in which the audio stimuli were recorded. For the word sequences, target words were recorded 

while read aloud separately, while target words in both the normal and non-semantic 

sentences were read within a sentence. The separately recorded words were therefore longer 

in duration.  

Another point in the design of the word sequence stimuli that could possibly have caused 

the unexpected results was that the silent-intervals between the words in a sequence were 

relatively long (respectively 268 ms and 200 ms in the 1.5x and 2 x speech rates). In the two 

sentence conditions on the other hand, there were hardly any silent-intervals between the 

words in a sentence, and if there were any, they were much shorter than the intervals between 

the words in a word sequence. Together with the longer target durations, the silent-intervals 

made the target detection process in the word sequence condition thus relatively easy 

compared to target detection in the two sentence conditions. This difference also seems to be 

confirmed by the data of the speech rate judgement task, in which both the older and younger 

listeners judged the speech rate of the word sequence condition as slower than the speech of 
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both the normal and the non-semantic sentence condition (see Section 4.1.3). The flaw in the 

design of the present study makes it difficult to investigate the precise effect of sentence 

prosody on the perception of time-compressed speech. Therefore, no conclusive statements 

about the hypotheses on the reliance on sentence prosody formulated in Chapter 1 

(Theoretical background) can be given here. Further research, possibly with different stimulus 

material, is needed to examine the contribution of sentence prosody to the fast speech 

processing in elderly listeners. Suggestions for this research will be given in Section 4.2 of 

this chapter.  

����� $JH�UHODWHG�KHDULQJ�ORVV�DQG�FRJQLWLYH�GHFOLQH�
Age-related hearing loss (presbycusis) and cognitive processing speed were assessed to 

investigate the contribution of these two factors to elderly listeners’ difficulty with perceiving 

fast speech. It was hypothesized that, in elderly people, there will be a relation between 

hearing loss and elderly people’s ability to perceive time-compressed speech. It was expected 

that an increase in hearing loss would cause a decrease in the correct detection of words in 

time-compressed speech (Hypothesis 4a: relation age-related hearing loss and fast speech 

processing). 

Furthermore, it was hypothesized that, there will also be a relation between cognitive 

processing speed and the perception of time-compressed speech in elderly people. Given the 

online speech processing task in this study, it is expected that a decrease in cognitive 

processing speed will cause a decrease in correct word detection (Hypothesis 4b: relation 

age-related cognitive decline and fast speech processing). 

 

The results on hearing acuity in relation to correct detection rate confirmed Hypothesis 4a. 

The elderly showed clear signs of presbycusis, with an average hearing threshold of 30 dB (as 

opposed to a threshold of 4 dB for the young adults; measured over 1, 2 and 4 kHz of the 

better ear). This age-related hearing loss was found to be negatively correlated with elderly 

listeners’ ability to perceive time-compressed speech: an increase in hearing loss resulted in a 

decrease in the correct detection rate of words in time-compressed speech. It seems that 

elderly people’s difficulty with processing fast speech is correlated with a decline in hearing 

acuity.   

The hypothesis on the relationship between cognitive processing speed and correct 

detection rate (Hypothesis 4b), on the other hand, was not confirmed by the data in this study. 

Although cognitive processing speed of the elderly participants was shown to be significantly 

slower that that of the younger participants, the cognitive speed measure was not found to be 

correlated with elderly listeners’ correct detection rate, and thus did not predict target 

detection performance here. This result is rather surprising, given the target detection data of 

the elderly reported earlier. The listening experiment shows that elderly listeners are able to 

benefit from context facilitation when speech is moderately time-compressed (1.5x rate), but 

not when speech is compressed to twice normal rate. A possible explanation that has been 

given for this finding is that sentence processing is too slow to keep up with word detection, 

due to general cognitive slowing. However, if this cognitive slowing is responsible for our 

target detection data, we would also expect to find a correlation between cognitive processing 

speed and elderly people’s ability to perceive time-compressed speech. As some past studies 

(e.g. Wingfield & Stine; 1992) did find a relation between these two mechanisms, it is 

recommended to further investigate this issue, possibly with more or different cognitive 

measurements.  
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����� 6SHHFK�UDWH�MXGJHPHQW�
Concerning speech rate judgement, it was hypothesized that the more speech is time-

compressed, the more elderly people will have problems with perceiving speech correctly, 

and therefore will say that the speech is (too) fast for them. So, in the present study, it is 

expected that the more speech is time-compressed; the sooner elderly will subjectively judge 

the speech as being fast (Hypothesis 5: effect of speech rate in elderly). When comparing 

elderly people with younger listeners, young adults are expected to have less difficulty with 

the perception of time-compressed speech than elderly people, and therefore subjectively will 

judge time-compressed speech as less fast than elderly listeners (Hypothesis 6: elderly judge 

speech as faster than young adults). This difference between elderly and young adults will 

increase when speech is more time-compressed (Hypothesis 6: interaction between age 

group and rate).  

 

Overall, the elderly participating in this study judged speech presented at 1.5 times normal 

rate as being “all right”. Speech that was presented at 2 times normal speech rate was judged 

as being “a little fast”. Analysis showed that there was a difference in rate judgement between 

the two compression rates. This is in line with Hypothesis 5: elderly listeners judge speech 

presented at 2 times original rate as faster than speech presented at 1.5 times original rate.  

When comparing elderly people with young adults, judgement scores of both groups did 

not significantly differ. The elderly listeners even judged the speech rate of the different 

conditions as slightly slower than the young adults. These results contradict the hypothesis 

that elderly would judge time-compressed speech as “faster” than young adults (Hypothesis 

6). Moreover, although it was expected that the difference in rate judgement between both age 

groups would increase with an increase of speech rate, there was no interaction between age 

group and speech rate.         

 The reasoning behind our hypotheses was that older listeners would have more difficulty 

with perceiving this time-compressed speech than younger listeners, and thus subjectively 

would judge time-compressed speech as faster. The response time data of the target detection 

task showed that elderly people had longer response times than the young adults. 

Furthermore, elderly people were only able to use semantic context predictively at the 

moderately fast (1.5x) speech rate and not at the fastest (2x) rate, while young adults were 

able to use semantic context predictively at both speech rates. These results seem to confirm 

that elderly listeners do have more difficulty with the perception of fast speech than younger 

listeners. The speech rate judgement data, however, suggest that, although elderly have 

difficulty with fast speech, this does not necessarily lead to the fact that elderly also 

subjectively perceive, and thus judge, the speech as sounding faster.      

 

Closer investigation of the judgement data showed that, for both age groups, judgement 

scores differed for the three context conditions. At both speech rates, there was a significant 

difference in judgement scores between the normal sentences and the word sequences, and 

also between the non-semantic sentences and the word sequences. Both the elderly and the 

young adults judged the speech of the word sequence condition as slower than the speech of 

the two sentence conditions. However, there was no significant difference in judgement 

scores between the normal and the non-semantic sentence condition. This result indicates that 

there was no effect of semantic context on the subjective judgement of the two age groups. 

Furthermore, there was an interaction between age group and context condition. Whereas the 

elderly listeners did not hear much difference in speech rate between the two sentence 

conditions and the word sequences (only at the fastest speech rate), the young adults judged 
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the word sequences as sounding considerably slower than both the normal and non-semantic 

sentences. 

In the present study, the speech rate judgement task was only used as a first exploration of 

how elderly and young adults subjectively judge the rate of accelerated speech. Therefore, no 

specific hypothesis was formulated on the effect of semantic context and sentence prosody on 

the subjective judgement of speech rate. As the results of this study suggest that the presence 

or absence of sentence prosody possibly influences the subjective perception of speech rate of 

elderly and young adults in different ways, it would be interesting to further examine the 

precise relation between age, sentence prosody and subjective speech rate judgement. For this, 

and also to investigate the influence of semantic context on the speech rate judgement of both 

age groups, more research on this subject is needed. 

 

It must be noted, however, that the results on the speech rate judgement task reported 

above must be interpreted with caution. First of all, as was the case with the target detection 

data, the fact that the word sequence condition was relatively easy compared to the two 

sentence conditions must be taken into account. Due to the longer target durations and the 

silent-intervals, the word sequence condition (at both speech rates) probably has sounded less 

fast for both the elderly and the young adults than was aimed for by the present experiment. 

This could be an explanation for the result that word sequence condition at both speech rates 

was being judged by both groups as slower than was expected based on hypothesis 5 and 6. 

Another point of attention concerns the instruction that was given to the participants for the 

speech rate judgement part. Participants were instructed on this task before the experiment 

started and when they had to give their judgement during the experiment the question “What 

did you think of the speech rate?” was shown on the screen with the possible answers 

underneath. It turned out that some of the elderly participants did not quite answer the 

question as it was intended by the investigator. These participants did not give a judgement on 

the speech rate of the stimuli they had just heard, but instead they related their answer to their 

detection performance, i.e. the number of words they had been able to detect in those 

preceding stimuli. If they felt they had been able to detect most of the target words, they 

judged the speech rate as being “all right”. This phenomenon may have caused the lower (i.e. 

slower) judgement scores of the elderly participants relative to the scores of the young adults. 

However, some of the young participants may have answered the question in the same way as 

these elderly did. So, the precise contribution of this alternative way of answering the speech 

rate question to the judgement scores obtained here is yet unclear. In future experiments, a 

more precise formulation of the judgement question is needed to investigate subjective speech 

rate judgement of (older) listeners. 

��� 6XJJHVWLRQV�IRU�IXUWKHU�UHVHDUFK�
As mentioned in the discussion of the results and hypotheses, some results obtained in this 

study have possibly been influenced by the design of the listening experiment. Furthermore, 

some findings have led to new questions and ask for more research. Therefore, in this section, 

some suggestions for further research are given. 

 Although the listening experiment was carefully designed, it has produced some 

contradictory findings concerning the correctness of the hypotheses on the benefit of sentence 

prosody. It was expected, that the word sequence condition would be the most difficult 

context condition in this study, due to the lack of both semantic context and sentence prosody 

in this condition. However, after analyzing the obtained results, it turned out that this was not 

the case. Some unforeseen problems with the word sequence condition were the relatively 
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long duration of the target words, compared to the two sentence conditions, and the relatively 

long silent intervals between the words in the sequences. These problems could have 

influenced the results in an unforeseen way. In future research on the contribution of sentence 

prosody to fast speech processing in elderly listeners, the stimuli of the word sequence 

condition will have to be constructed more carefully. Target duration must be as similar as 

possible in all context conditions that will be used, and silent intervals between the words in a 

sequence must be kept as short as possible. This must be taken into account when the audio 

material of the stimuli is recorded. 

 Another point of attention in future research is the presentation design of the experimental 

conditions. In this study, each experimental condition was presented in a separate block of 

stimuli. It would be interesting to see if the results obtained in the present study can be 

replicated in a study where the experimental conditions are not presented in separate blocks, 

but where they are mixed. It is not recommended to mix stimuli presented at different speech 

rates in one block, as elderly listeners (and maybe also younger listeners) will have more 

problems switching between rates that fast. However, stimuli of the three context conditions, 

i.e. normal sentences, non-semantic sentences and word sequences, can be randomly 

presented in one block. A possible side effect of this mixed presentation design may be that 

participants will be more constrained to focus on the sentence context, and not just on the 

target word only, than with the experimental design used in the present study. Another 

adjustment to the design that might stimulate participants to focus more on the sentence 

context is to inform them in the instruction of the experiment that content questions on the 

stimuli will be asked at the end of the experiment. 

 Concerning the speech rate judgement task, a remark has to be made with respect to the 

questions about the speech rate in the experiment. As we have seen in this study, the 

instruction on the judgement task and the question about the speech rate that is posed during 

the experiment can be interpreted in different ways. To avoid this ambiguity, the formulation 

of the question needs to be changed. As participants in this study related the answer to their 

(subjective) word detection performance, in following studies the question should constrain 

the participants more to relate their answer to speech they encounter in everyday situations. 

The new question could, for example, be something in the manner of how the participant 

would judge the speech rate of someone in his family, or on television, if this person had the 

same speech rate as the stimuli the participant had just heard in the experiment.  

 The last suggestion for further research concerns the use of the Digit-Symbol Substitution 

Task (WAIS-III-NL; Wechsler, 2000). On of the hypotheses in this study was that there 

would be a relationship between elderly listeners’ cognitive processing speed and their correct 

detection rate (Hypothesis 4b). Unfortunately, the data in this study did not show this relation. 

Some previous studies also failed to find this relationship (Sommers & Danielson, 1999; Tun, 

1998). Although those studies often used offline methods to examine elderly people’s speech 

perception ability, and thus, in that respect, differ from the present study, they are alike in the 

number of processing speed measurements that are used. All studies have used relatively few 

measures of processing speed to compare with speech perception scores. The question is 

whether these few cognitive measures were, and are, valid and reliable enough to investigate 

the relationship between processing speed and spoken language processing. To be able to 

answer this question, more research is needed, with more and different cognitive processing 

measurements, to investigate the precise relationship between cognitive processing speed and 

the perception of time-compressed speech in elderly people.  

Furthermore, future research also needs to focus on the relation between working memory 

and speech perception by elderly. Working memory (i.e. maintaining and manipulating 

information simultaneously in short-term memory) is a cognitive ability that is known to 

decline with age. However, previous studies have often used recall tasks to examine speech 
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perception. This raises the question whether the recall performance of the elderly was not 

influenced by a possibly degraded working memory. It would be interesting to investigate 

whether age-related decline in working memory resources contributes to elderly listeners’ 

declining ability to process fast speech. 

��� &RQFOXVLRQV�
The data in the present study show that both young and elderly listeners can still reliably 

detect pre-assigned target words in speech that is time-compressed to twice normal rate. 

However, for the elderly listeners, time compression was shown to interfere with the 

immediate use of semantic context during spoken language processing. Elderly participants 

were able to use semantic context during speech perception at the moderately fast speech rate 

(i.e. 1.5 times normal rate), but not at the fastest rate (i.e. 2 times normal rate). Young adults, 

on the other hand, showed context facilitation at both speech rates. It seems that building a 

higher-level meaning representation during spoken language processing (to benefit from 

semantic context) may be a relatively slow process for the elderly, possibly because of age-

related general cognitive slowing. Semantic context cannot help to resolve the competition 

between word candidates if sentence comprehension lags behind. 

  For both elderly and younger adults, the addition of sentence prosody to the speech signal, 

in general, did not really facilitate spoken language processing. Only the elderly listeners 

seemed to show some benefit of prosody when speech was presented at twice normal rate. 

The results on sentence prosody obtained in this study, however, must be interpreted with 

caution, as the word sequence in this experiment turned out to be relatively easy, compared to 

the other two sentence conditions, because of problems with the construction of the audio 

material of the stimuli. Further research is needed to investigate the precise influence of 

sentence prosody on fast speech processing in elderly listeners. 

The present study shows that age-related hearing loss (presbycusis) contributes to elderly 

listeners' difficulty with fast speech processing. Poorer perception of the sentence context and 

sentence prosody will clearly reduce their potential facilitatory effect in spoken language 

processing. Besides hearing loss, age-related cognitive decline is also assumed to play a role 

in elderly listeners’ difficulty with perceiving fast speech. In this study, however, the 

cognitive processing speed measure did not predict spoken-word detection performance. 

Nevertheless, cognitive slowing may interfere with the use of semantic context and sentence 

prosody as environmental support, to compensate for poorer hearing. Together, hearing loss 

and cognitive slowing may yield a cumulative snowball effect. More research is required to 

disentangle the relative contributions of hearing loss and cognitive decline to elderly people’s 

difficulty with fast speech processing. 

 Finally, data of the speech rate judgement task in this study show that, in general, elderly 

listeners subjectively judge speech presented at 2 times original rate as faster than speech 

presented at 1.5 times original rate. So, an increase of speech rate causes an increase in 

judgement (i.e. speech is perceived as being faster). However, no difference between older 

and younger listeners is found when they have to judge the rate of time-compressed speech. 

Although elderly people, in contrast to young adults, are shown to have difficulty with 

correctly perceiving time-compressed speech, this difficulty does not necessarily result in 

time-compressed speech subjectively sounding faster for them. 

 

This study was set up to acquire some insight in the way elderly listeners perceive and 

comprehend time-compressed speech and the strategies they might use during this process. 

The results show that elderly people have more difficulty in correctly understanding fast 
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speech than young adults. Moreover, elderly listeners were shown to benefit from semantic 

context and sentence prosody during spoken language processing, although maybe not in the 

same degree. But what do these findings mean for the communication with elderly people in 

everyday life? First of all, to make sure that the older conversation partner understands you 

well, the best thing to do is to speak at a normal speech rate. Furthermore, it will help the 

elderly listener if one speaks in full sentences and not in fragments of words. This becomes 

more important when the rate of the speaker increases. Although the role of sentence prosody 

is yet somewhat unclear, the elderly seems to benefit also from hearing prosodic sentences.  
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$SSHQGL[��6WLPXOL�

In this appendix, a complete overview of all stimuli used in this study is given per context 

(normal sentences, non-semantic sentences and word sequences) and per stimulus type (test, 

overlap, miss and go-filler items). First, the stimuli of the normal sentences are given, with 

their non-semantic counterparts written below them. The separate words written after the 

sentence are the to-be-recognized target words. The words in red have an iambic stress pattern 

(i.e. with final stress), and the words in blue have a trochaic stress pattern (i.e. with initial 

stress). After the sentences, stimuli of the word sequences are given in separate tables per 

stimulus type.  

    

 

6WLPXOL�IRU�WKH�QRUPDO�VHQWHQFHV�DQG�QRQ�VHPDQWLF�VHQWHQFHV�
 
96 TEST ITEMS 

 
Trochaic target words (initial stress): 
1. Kennelijk had bami haar voorkeur 

Eigenlijk speelt bami je vertrouwen   
2. Onder het bed stond een krat waar de banjo in opgeborgen kon worden 

Naast de wolk ligt de pap waar de banjo mee opgestapeld zal zijn 
3. Dit onderzoek was een goede basis voor een promotieplaats 

Deze uitvinding koopt een lichte basis in een vogelhuisje 
4. Hoogtepunt van het natuurgebied is de grote bizon bij Akamas 

Dieptepunt voor de zeeweringen is een blauwe bizon rond Amsterdam 
5. Mensen moeten nog steeds lang op een donor wachten 

Plassen willen niet meer snel naar een donor kijken 
6. Mensen zoeken liever een kano waar je veel plezier van hebt 

Vorken roepen niet een kano die hun weinig onzin geeft 
7. Marja had een goed overzicht vanachter de kassa 

De zon koopt een droge druppel onder de kassa 
8. Op een tafel staat al een kilo klaar 

Naast de blubber rent steeds een kilo rond 
9. Ze bestelde een koffie en zocht haar krantje  

Hij bespringt een koffie en geeft zijn haren 
10. De journalist had een komma over het hoofd gezien 

Het paradijs vond een komma buiten de duim gestrooid 
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11. Na de blunder van de koning bleef de situatie gespannen 
Uit het kampvuur bij de koning blijkt de koekoek rechtvaardig  

12. Zo hoorde ik dat er in Amsterdam een panda was ontsnapt 
Daar kwaakte hij waarom op Dordrecht een panda is geland 

13. Onderweg zag de man een pelgrim langs de weg zitten 
Achteraf voelt de hond een pelgrim tegen de muur slapen  

14. En dit allemaal vanwege een poema die door enkelen gezien was 
Maar zondermeer natuurlijk om de poema welke uit sommigen geschaafd is   

15. Het bedrijf zal de polis alsnog moeten afnemen 
De manier wil de polis niet meer kunnen opvoeden 

16. De leraar kon het potlood niet meer terug vinden 
Het onkruid moet het potlood nogmaals minder koken 

17. Maar hij mikt niet meer alleen op de toerist die van een tango houdt 
Want het keert wel weer steeds in de gracht die met een tango loopt  

18. Niemand kan met zekerheid zeggen waar de toffee vandaan komt 
Elk huis heeft teleurgesteld beweerd hoe de toffee lekker slaapt   

19. Anderen kwamen echter met een toga aanzetten 
Vreemden liggen helaas boven een toga te dansen 

20. De dame goot de torso van het beeld in brons 
De morgen gooit de torso in de arm van hem 

21. In de openingsact draait het om een pinguïn en een kat 
In het huishoudboekje tillen ze op een pinguïn en de toets 

22. Wie van kerrie houdt kan zichzelf verwennen op de bazaar 
Wat om kerrie geeft moet zichzelf verwassen op het bureau 

23. Langzaam verdween de diva het afgelopen jaar uit de aandacht 
Spoedig flitste de diva de volgende nacht in de mensen 

24. Om complicaties bij de tumor te voorkomen is voorlichting van groot belang 
Door wetsvoorstellen van de tumor te verwerken leest onderzoek in mindere mate 

25. De samenstelling is echter niet voor elk album even duidelijk 
Een boterbriefje schijnt zeker wel op ieder album heel ondeugend 

26. Al maanden hing er een staking in de lucht 
Reeds noten borrelt er een staking om het vest 

27. Desondanks roemde de president de focus van de premier op het onderwerp 
Gelukkig maakte het gebazel de focus met de lelie op de karnemelk  

28. Een student vroeg de gids waarom de foetus zo wit was 
De bever schreef de boom waardoor de foetus heel boos voelde  

29. Helaas bleef de foto onopgemerkt op de tafel liggen 
Spoedig mocht de foto duidelijk tussen de deuren eten  

30. De vrouw zorgde ervoor dat er naast hem een whisky op tafel stond  
De wens  streefde ernaar dat er over hem de whisky in brand leefde 

31. Het gevonden asbest kon niet op tijd worden verwijderd  
Het gelovige asbest mocht nooit te snel worden gebraden 

32. Dit zijn de vakantiegangers die van plattelandsdorpen houden met een kleine herberg naast de 
kerk 
Dat is het familiewapen dat op industriesteden slaapt door een bleke herberg op de kist 

33. Bijnamen kwamen al in omloop nog voordat de hertog zelf verscheen 
Vlaggen lopen steeds in kwadraat zelfs voordat de hertog ieder verrijdt 

34. De man presenteerde een nota van zo’n 24 miljoen 
De koek verbeterde de nota met wel 30 takken 

35. Aan de hand van de radar werd telkens iets duidelijk gemaakt 
In het been van de radar moet opnieuw wat onzichtbaar worden 

36. De omschrijving die bij de rebus gebruikt wordt is niet juist 
Een kolibrie die met de rebus gemoeid is lijkt te smal 

37. De zonderling had zich al die tijd in de rimboe verborgen gehouden 
De radio had ons op de zaal naast de rimboe te grazen genomen 

38. Hoe anders is de smaak van sambal toch 
Hoe pijnlijk leeft het beeld van sambal op 

39. Het meisje had in de schaduw haar tennistechniek geoefend 
De varen heeft op de schaduw zijn bovenarmen gebundeld 
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40. Voor de bereiding van soda werd vroeger zoutkruid gebruikt 
Naast de hervorming op soda zijn nimmer broodjes gestart 

41. Na de arbeid kwam zelfs de minister van binnenlandse zaken langs  
Op de arbeid ging weer een poes met furieuze poten af   

42. Hij was echter in staat de mythe rond de viking in stand te houden 
Jij hebt zeker de stok om gedrag uit de viking  weer af te drogen 

43. Een partijtje judo wil wel eens ontspanning geven 
Een beetje judo zal weer eens bebouwing brengen  

44. De jongens lieten het welkom aan zich voorbij gaan 
De bedden moeten het welkom achter zich laten staan 

45. Zo leer je waar het altaar zich bevindt 
Nu zwicht ik als het altaar hem verscheurt 

46. Schiphol is zwaar teleurgesteld over het veto van Amsterdam rond een eventuele beursgang 
De vlam is uiterst verdrietig door het veto van Groningen om het belangrijke geslacht   

47. Naast de lotus stonden er nog vele andere exoten 
Tot de lotus scoorde er nog niet dezelfde planten 

48. In dit geloof komt satan er slecht vanaf 
Tot deze markt bijt satan er zwak op los  

 

Iambic target words (final stress): 
49. Er is een belangrijke fobie om rekening mee te houden 

Er lacht een misprijzende fobie om afstand van te houden  
50. Het hekwerk wordt op de rand van de fontein geplaatst. 

De wegen zijn met de hand van de fontein verstopt 
51. Het gaat slecht met de framboos in ons land 

Zij zijn sterk voor de framboos op de pan  
52. Aan de tafels zijn de jongeren met een gitaar bezig 

Onder de kippen heeft de pollepel rond een gitaar gedroomd  
53. Het is verboden om met een harpoen of enig ander vistuig dat de vis kan verwonden te vissen 

Zij heeft geregend door op een harpoen met een boze ruzie die het blad mocht kopen te 
eten  

54. Ze werden echter gevonden in een hotel in Duitsland 
Zij hebben nogmaals gescheurd met het hotel van Harry 

55. De ongelukkigen die geen kaart konden bemachtigen wachten buiten op het idool 
De sollicitaties die goed recht wilden verorberen filmde onder in het idool    

56. De volgende ochtend stapte er bij ons een lakei in de lift 
De bruinige nacht zweefde er zonder hem een lakei naar het oor  

57. Het pakket bleek metaal te bevatten  
De parkiet zegt metaal te belonen  

58. Het is belangrijk om ook op oudere leeftijd een mobiel te hebben  
Het was omvangrijk om niet uit groenere bruggen een mobiel te geven 

59. Ze vond werk als model in Londen 
Hij gooit hulp met model uit Parijs  

60. Anderen hadden dit motief al opgevraagd 
Schoenen hebben het motief juist uitgehold 

61. Tegenwoordig is de natuur er heel anders dan vroeger 
Vandaag de dag gilt de natuur er niet meer als lever 

62. Dit is de grootste robijn die ooit op het noordelijk halfrond werd gevonden 
Dat is de lekkerste robijn die ooit van het grotere dakraam heeft gekwispeld 

63. Daar staat de sandaal nog in hoog aanzien 
Ginds poept de sandaal weer onder klein gelach 

64. De dieven bleken een voorkeur voor satijn te hebben 
De Alpen lijken de prinses naast satijn te vragen 

65. Men werd gevraagd op een symbool te letten 
Zij moest draven om een symbool te bakken 

66. De man beweert een vandaal te hebben gezien 
De stoel gelooft een vandaal te kunnen bijten 

67. Op het eiland staat een belangrijke vulkaan op het punt om uit te barsten 
Naar het vierkant sluipt een oneerlijke vulkaan met de slag uit te storten 
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68. Een groot deel van de race ging door bergen en een woestijn 
De lange wolk uit de bak boort in zones en een woestijn 

69. Als het uit de frituur komt, vinden Nederlanders het lekker, aldus de woordvoerder 
Toen ze op de frituur zat, mochten krokodillen haar zeven, volgens de dakkapel  

70. Er moest natuurlijk nog wel likeur gekocht worden 
Er  zal gelukkig niet meer likeur gepoetst worden  

71. Dit is het lokaal waar de eerste ploeg in twee maanden wordt klaargestoomd  
Dat geeft het lokaal dat de goede soep over drie auto’s had vastgesteld  

72. Gelukkig kwam het schandaal niet meer ter sprake 
Uitbundig kwam het schandaal steeds maar ter oven  

73. Voor deze periode zou de bazin dan ook betaald moeten worden 
In deze bovenkant kan de bazin evenzeer gegooid willen worden 

74. Tegenwoordig is het bij dit koppel wat meer in balans. 
Deze dagen is zij zonder trekhaak wat vaag uit balans 

75. Het is ook niet zo dat de ballon naar beneden stort maar juist glijdt als een soort van parachute 
Het vreest ook niet meer dat de ballon van achteren klust en niet lijmt als een boom met 
paraplus  

76. Door het lage zetmeelgehalte is de nieuwe banaan geschikt voor diabetici. 
Om de grote onkruidverdelger is de paarse banaan bestemd voor medicijnmannen 

77. Zij gooide haar boek door het raam en de baron ving het op 
Ze bliezen het schrift onder de dag maar de baron gaf het na  

78. Het blijkt dat de kameel de ziekte kan overdragen 
Het lijkt of de kameel een balkje wil overhoren 

79. Ook bleek het kanaal uitermate smerig te zijn 
Toch lag het kanaal onvoorstelbaar subtiel te braken 

80. Helaas bleek de oude karaf al te zijn weggegooid 
Vandaag schijnt de slimme karaf al te zijn afgestroopt 

81. Hierover was in de andere kolom echter niets te vinden 
Daarover is op de vergeten kolom vooral iets te slepen 

82. Van de kolos is sindsdien niets meer terug te vinden 
Uit de kolos heeft nadien niemand minder te vinden 

83. Het is niet makkelijk om het konijn en de haas te onderscheiden 
Zij zijn heel beslagen door het konijn of de pad te overbieden  

84. Een aantal mensen werd later bij het paleis gearresteerd 
Het nummer rechten is even door het paleis opgesloten 

85. Het nieuwe paneel zal ongeveer acht euro meer kosten 
Het botte paneel moet er precies tien poten minder halen 

86. Geregeld moest de vrouw het penseel even naast zich neer leggen  
Af en toe wil het hek het penseel kort op zich uitlaten 

87. Het vlees is mals en lekker in combinatie met puree 
De broek kookt taai en bazig in verbinding met puree 

88. Om paniek te voorkomen is het goed om vooraf te trainen 
Door paniek te vergooien was het veel om nadien te drinken 

89. Ten eerste komt er een nieuw tarief en een sportruimte 
Ten beste gaat er een kort tarief en het weerbericht 

90. Hij blijkt andere plannen met het terrein te hebben 
Zij schijnt heerlijke wetten om het terrein te blazen 

91. Helaas wilde de acteur niet kwijt of hij nog lang bij het toneel zou blijven 
Daarom wilde de motor zelf kwijt of hij weer snel naast het toneel kon blozen  

92. De kok liet een stuk tonijn in de pan vallen 
De taart liet een lap tonijn op de berg stuiten 

93. Er kwam een einde aan een lange strijd tussen de tenor en de Italiaanse politie 
Er waait een begin van de drukke weg met de tenor en de bezielende belasting 

94. Karakteristiek is het kozijn dat veel gebruikt wordt in deze bouwstijl. 
Onverbiddelijk proost het kozijn dat minder gezocht wordt door die varkens  

95. Zo zien we een vrouw die dit parfum in de lucht houdt  
Daar lucht hij de deur die dit parfum uit de pan graait 

96. Gelukkig is de dolfijn over zijn menu nog steeds tevreden 
Waarschijnlijk is de dolfijn na het gebed weer opnieuw gefrankeerd 
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48 OVERLAP ITEMS 
 
1. De kleinzoon van Stalin blijkt een begenadigd kunstenaar        KUDDE 

De koker met Jos lijkt een schrijnend kunstenaar  
2. Een kokkelvisser heeft maandagavond een man gered         KORREL 

Een kokkelvisser had eergisteren een knoop gespoten 
3. Gelukkig komt ze zelf de bak halen               BAKKER 

Helaas mag ik persoonlijk de bak vergeten 
4. Vooral de step met elektromotor vindt gretig aftrek           STENGEL 

Zeker de step zonder gips wordt heerlijk bedankt 
5. Op elkaar gepakt in een krot leven ze in de arme wijken.         KRATER 

Bij mekaar gezeefd uit een krot sproeien ze boven de zwaaiende ramen 
6. Per ongeluk sneuvelde er wel een ruitje bij de buren.          RUITER 

Met spoed snurkte er nog een ruitje achter de theepot 
7. De TROS gedraagt zich tegenwoordig als hulpverlener.         TROPEN 

De TROS wast zich hoofdzakelijk als knaagdier 
8. De ene na de andere klant druppelt binnen             KLAPPER 

De vorige na de volgende klant klopt door 
9. Er is onrust ontstaan onder Twentse bruiden            BOEREN 

Er was geluk gebruikt met noordelijke bruiden 
10. Op de quarantaine-afdeling ligt een gewonde hond bij te komen      HOMMEL 

In het geschrokken ondergoed stond de afgekondigde hond op te gooien 
11. Helaas was de adel er niet van gecharmeerd            ADER 

Gelukkig is de adel er wel in gepoetst 
12. Hij wilde op het eiland een vriend opzoeken.            IJSJE  

Jij hebt achter het eiland een museum getrokken 
13. Vakantiepech komt zelden alleen                ZEVEN 

Gedrag klinkt zelden massaal 
14. Alle meiden waren ontdekt in lokale warenhuizen, parken en scholen.     MIJNEN 

Beide meiden zijn verrekt door nijdige trainingen, spelden en bekers 
15. En je hoort nu het water onder de boot klotsen            BODEM 

Of hij hapert omdat de rasp tot de boot brult 
16. Het zou een witte knobbel veroorzaken              KNOKKEL 

Zij wilde de hoge knobbel uitdraaien 
17. Daarna veegde de pater de bladeren in een hoekje          PARTNER 

Vooraf slingerde de pater het geluid naar de berging 
18. De boswachters kamden het hele bos uit op zoek naar de havik.      HAZEN 

De dromen spitte het bedrijvige rek om uit interesse voor de havik  
19. Ze had hem een speld beloofd voor op zijn stropdas.           SPIEGEL 

Jullie hebben mij een speld geschreven voor naast de troon 
20. Het bedrijf kwam nog met een andere schommel voor de dag        SCHOFFEL 

De vreugde liep weer onder de komende schommel met het zand 
21. Ondertussen vulde de firma zelf het bedrag in            FILE 

Toentertijd zong de firma zelf het wonder uit 
22. In een van zijn films wordt er met een knuppel flink op los gemept      KNUFFEL 

Tussen enkele van de fratsen is er door een knuppel slap op vast gezoend  
23. Het ding had een beetje de vorm van een kegel           KETEL 

De vloeistof was een tikkeltje de zus van de kegel 
24. Op haar bed trof ze zilver en een briefje aan            ZIJDE 

Voor zijn lippen rekte hij zilver en een traan op    
25. Ik weet niet of er typische Limburgse rovers bestaan          ROTAN 

Zij klinken niet of er onzinnige Duitse rovers kraken  
26. De gids kon prachtig vertellen over de dieren en planten         DIEPTE 

De bliksem mocht stom redeneren voor de dieren en grendels 
27. Spijtig genoeg is het virus weer terug               VISUM 

Grappig genoeg vaart het virus opnieuw verder 
28. Michael Stone bleek de protestant te zijn die verantwoordelijk was voor de rellen. PROTEST 

Pietje Praat lijkt de protestant te tellen die ondankbaar is zonder de wilgen 
29. Drupsteens ontwerp was niet erg populair bij de jongeren.        ONTZAG 

Schatkists ontwerp heeft zeer veel aandacht onder de stenen 
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30. Een wat ouder perron van het bedrijf ligt er mooi bij in de zon       PERSOON 
Een iets milder perron zonder de geest slaapt er lief bij op het strand 

31. Als alles goed gaat wordt een tweede piloot ingezet          PIRAAT 
Toen niets dronken was heeft een drieste piloot uitgeblazen  

32. Misschien kan vader beter de fles ontkurken.             FLACON 
Waarschijnlijk wil gezondheid liever de fles afzagen 

33. Op hun kantoor krijgen ze hun ontbijt voorgezet            ONTSLAG 
Buiten zijn krijtje heeft hij zijn ontbijt afgedraaid  

34. Volgens de woordvoerder zou een proces onafwendbaar zijn       PRODUCT 
Namens de walvis kan een proces onuitstaanbaar lijken 

35. Er is voor dit beroep kennelijk weinig animo             BERICHT 
Er leest vanwege dit beroep blijkbaar veel onrust  

36. Het is bekend dat er veel kritiek geweest was            KRISTAL 
Wij hebben getetterd dat er meer kritiek gescoord heeft  

37. De indianen kregen een klein rantsoen van de overheid          KLINIEK  
De stickers verborgen een klein belletje met de spuit 

38. Zijn leven had altijd in de kajuit plaats gevonden           KAPEL 
De bank was steeds onder de kajuit slaaf geworden  

39. Volgens een tabel zijn verkeerde belading en foute bandenspanning een belangrijke risicofactor.
                          TABOE 
Namens een tabel hebben correcte heuvels en ongedwongen veerboten een aanzienlijke 
spanning   

40. Mijn buurvrouw weigerde haar sigaar op te ruimen.          SIROOP 
Onze kraan besloot zijn sigaar te gaan verdrinken   

41. Een belangrijk punt op de agenda was het milieu           MILJARD 
Een modieuze spijker in de maaltijd toonde het milieu  

42. De man snijdt een sjalot in stukjes voor het buffet           SJABLOON 
De krant brengt de sjalot naar huis van de kom  

43. Toch moet je goed oppassen voor het verkeer in dit gebied        VERDRIET 
Intussen wil men vreselijk instorten tijdens het verkeer van deze pink 

44. Er werd een rapport opgesteld door de ministers van binnenlandse zaken, volksgezondheid en 
justitie                        RAKET 
Er is een rapport neergeschoten vanuit het huis van onverrichter zielen, hagel en winter  

45. Nadat de jongen het plateau had bereikt, rustte hij even uit.         PLAFOND 
Omdat de wagen het plateau had bedrogen, ging hij nog omhoog 

46. We waren een fortuin kwijt en hadden nauwelijks iets gezien        FOREL 
Ik heb een fortuin geknipt maar heb nooit veel ontzien  

47. Haar asociale gedrag heeft heel het gezin ontwricht.           GEDOE 
Jouw boosaardige geld mag half het gezin oplaten 

48. Ze twijfelde of ze haar gedicht voor zou durven dragen tijdens de Nacht van de Poëzie. GELEI 
Jullie vallen alsof jullie het gedicht op willen kunnen drinken na het bestek met de zaag 

 
 
48 MISS ITEMS 
 
1. De krant heeft een reportage over de cellenblokken.          MOLEN 

De zomer kust de voetbal met de kleren 
2. De vissers vonden de man hangend aan een boei           LAMA 

Het verkeer ontmoet de rups schilderend op de radio  
3. Bij de barbecue is een beker zoekgeraakt.             ADEM 

Na het vlees werd een winkel afgeruimd 
4. Deze steps met aandrijving komen wel een hoge brug op        PINDA 

Deze tand zonder handen mag niet de zwarte lepel aan 
5. Da's nou een leuk initiatief van Wehkamp             KOPER 

Het blijft de gezonde zolder met vleugels 
6. Het is al vijftien jaar de beste school van het land.           HOEPEL 

Zij zijn maar drie balken het complete gehakt onder de bal 
7. Akzo levert chloor uit het noorden en oosten van het land aan cliënten in Rotterdam. HANDEL 

Jozo dankt greppels met de vaart en winter zonder de gebruiken, aan banken naast Utrecht 
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8. Eerst had iederéén het over de achterbuurt, later alleen de burgemeester nog wel eens. PASTA 
Vroeger gooide iets het in de schommel, daarna louter het wonder nog een keer 

9. Het verven van het buurthuis is weer een maand uitgesteld vanwege het slechte weer. WISSEL 
Het krabben met de treinrails wordt nog een jaar opgehouden vanwege de grote druif 

10. De man kwakte uit frustratie de spijkers terug in de doos.        RIDDER 
De teen verloor met treden het geweer opnieuw in het oog 

11. Jammer genoeg viel de taart daarna van de lopende band af.       KUSSEN 
Spijtig genoeg reed het oor vervolgens onder de roltrap terug   

12. De sofa was eerst lange tijd beslist niet in de mode geweest.       STATUS 
Het gebrek was op korte termijn zeker wel aan de maten gekomen 

13. Door de kabelbreuk lag het hele systeem urenlang plat.         WORTEL 
Vanwege het bedrag is de luide vijver onzeker druk  

14. Helaas is de stakker het land uitgezet door de minister.                MODDER 
Weer heeft de stronk de theepot omgegooid met het mes  

15. Ze vroegen zich af of bakkes wel goed Nederlands was.          METER 
Wij slikten ons dat gordijnen nooit blauw gezag zijn  

16. De nieuwe postbode dacht dat hij het pakket goed afgeleverd had.      LOTTO 
De gevlochten fiets vermoedt dat hij de verkoper slecht opgetild heeft 

17. Aan de plannen van de gemeente hecht ik weinig waarde.        LETTER 
Voor de wakken van het gras draagt zij veel brandstof  

18. De zanger had veel problemen met zijn stem.            POEDER 
Het kroontje moest minder verdelen door zijn hemd 

19. Tina wilde graag een anti-roddelbeleid invoeren op kantoor.        LICHAAM 
Marie mocht heerlijk de beschuit plukken onder zolder 

20. Ik zal mijn moeder wel nooit begrijpen.              BLOEMEN 
Jij kunt haar zonden niet meer instellen  

21. De nieuwe premier was niet krachtig genoeg om het land te besturen.     SLEUTEL 
Het gevoelige monument was ooit slim genoeg door de dijk te dansen  

22. Haar werd nooit iets ontzegd in haar jeugd.              ZUIVEL 
Hij werd altijd veel opgeklopt onder zijn bril 

23. Hij heeft de oude dame van haar geld beroofd.             ETEN 
Jullie konden de jurk met haar wang uitvoeren 

24. De horeca moet in het vervolg voorzieningen voor niet-rokers treffen.      RUIMTE 
Het licht moet na de walvis vragen van jonge regels stellen 

25. De forse criminaliteitsdaling komt door een nieuwe aanpak van de politie.    HAVEN 
Het benauwde bedrog geeft om het dringende hoedje voor de hark 

26. Pas toen de oude man het gazon betreden wilde, begon het orkest te spelen  BOEKET 
Net wanneer het grijze gezeur de vloer openen wil start de wind te springen 

27. De inkt is nog niet opgedroogd of er is al commentaar.         KASTEEL 
De fles was nog nooit uitgesloten of er heerste weer vla 

28. Er kwam steeds meer informatie binnen over de onbekende dame.      PATAT 
Er vliegen opnieuw minder potloden door uit de verenigde hamer 

29. De stijgende verkoop in de Verenigde Staten heeft de winst op recordniveau gebracht. ACCIJNS 
Het monumentale gedrag van het ziekenhuis kan de droogte naar hindernissen krijgen 

30. Op deze manier hoopt het ziekenhuis toch veel jongeren te bereiken.     PROBLEEM 
Door dit gevoel durft de pan weer minder geld te slaan  

31. Het origineel wordt zwaar bewaakt op een onbekende plek.        FAUTEUIL 
Het verdrag is licht gebraden met een dunne vaas 

32. De non had eerst de tafel op het terras leeggeruimd.          CITROEN 
Het koor heeft laatst de rimpels van de krant afgestoft 

33. Gisteren liep het café al om twaalf uur leeg.             PUBLIEK 
Vrijdag wilde de doperwt reeds voor twee zakken uit 

34. Een dag later was er opnieuw een bespreking gepland.         CHEMIE 
Een wijn eerder had er nogmaals een doos getrokken 

35. De medewerkster wilde het zoute gebak in een doos verpakken.      LIMIET 
Het oog mocht de kaas uit de klomp liften 

36. Voor een stekker kun je bij deze elektrazaak wel terecht.         KOSTUUM 
Met een hoek mag hij onder die lucifer niet huilen  

37. Dit bedrijf stond bekend om zijn ludieke acties            GEBIT 
Deze raadsels worden gedragen door haar breekbare sokken 
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38. Gisteren waren de runderlapjes helaas uitverkocht           SAUCIJS 
Morgen zijn de kachels gelukkig uitgeperst  

39. De vrouw had weinig inspiratie kunnen opdoen voor haar artikel      GORDIJN 
Het stro wilde meer hemel mogen uitzetten in het net 

40. Sommige mensen vinden het houden van de sabbat belangrijk       OCTAAF 
Enkele masten proeven het slepen met de troon meteen 

41. Het schoolbestuur lag op zijn gat nadat de directeur was opgestapt.      MINUUT 
De letters horen van haar grens  omdat de tanden zijn bevroren 

42. Het bestek bleek door de loodgieters gebruikt te zijn.          MAGNEET 
De video lijkt met de krassen gedronken te worden 

43. Wilde hij misschien het kind ontvoeren naar het buitenland?        WATTEN 
Mocht jij waarschijnlijk het tijdschrift hakken in de groente? 

44. Men heeft goede hoop dat een boete uiteindelijk effect zal hebben      RADIJS 
Niets heeft blauwe kracht dat een cijfer misschien praktisch zal worden 

45. Gisteren zag ik er op de campus een aantal lopen           MARGRIET 
Vandaag hoort hij er uit de fazant een hoeveelheid liegen   

46. Eenmaal onder de snelweg door valt het kabaal plotseling weg       TOMAAT 
Vandaag over de straat heen breekt de vraag vanzelf op 

47. Hij had niet genoeg aandacht voor het verkeer om hem heen.       TAPIJT 
Zij wilde te veel jaloezie van de stoep onder haar door  

48. Volgens de cijfers moeten lange mensen zich achter het stuur wurmen    FREGAT 
Overeenkomstig het gevlieg kunnen krappe garages zich op het karton plakken  

 

 
PRACTICE ITEMS 
 
HIT 
1. Op zijn balkon staat een bijenkorf voor stadsbijen           BALKON 

Uit haar balkon loopt een touringcar met roofdieren 
2. Maar in 1998 ontstonden er plots onverklaarbare pieken         PIEKEN 

Want in 2020 verkennen er direct bedroefde pieken 
3. Maar ook daar wordt het aanbod steeds uitgebreider en duurder      AANBOD 

Alleen maar hier graast het aanbod minder afgemaakt en fruitig 
4. Zo’n zeventig procent daarvan wordt door de drogist verkocht       DROGIST 

Zeker honderd monden hieruit zijn bij de drogist gezogen 
5. We keken naar de mannen die door de cipier werden vastgehouden     CIPIER 

Zij loeiden over de druppels die met de cipier konden uitbuiken 
6. Later kreeg ze een andere rivaal tegenover haar           RIVAAL 

Eerder maait hij een blauwe rivaal tussen zich 
 
OVERLAP 
7. Veelal zijn zij op de hoogte van de regel daaromtrent.          TEGEL 

Spoedig straalt hij in het moeras met de regel daarbij  
8. Ze sprak urenlang over een bepaalde zwager.            ZWALUW  

Hij draafde ingekort met een wrange zwager 
9. Stel: uw buren hebben ruzie, ongewoon lang en luid.           BUSTE 

Weet: de buren schoppen aardgas, uitzinnig droog en mak 
10. Maar het venijn zit 'm in de kleine lettertjes.             VERGIET 

Of het venijn graaft zich onder de feestende rotsen 
 
MISS 
11. De organisatie heeft laten weten hiermee niet in te stemmen.       ROKEN 

Een cocktailparty heeft mogen leren daarbij nooit uit te varen  
12. ’s Zomers groeien er prachtige gladiolen en gele brem.         KERKEN 

Overdag raden er sombere warmtebronnen en slome bast 
13. We hebben de bekertjes bedrukt met een knalrode Kitkatreclame.      EFFECT 

Ze hebben de kalksteen bevroren met een lieve opstel opdracht  
14. De 64-jarige architect uit Almelo heeft openheid gegeven over zijn boekhouding. BANKET 

Het 10-urige beslag van Appelscha is onderhuids geslopen door zijn vermogen 
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Table containing the trochaic test items and their surrounding word sequences. (X = position 

target word)  

 
Item 
nr. 

 

Target words 
(trochee) 

Length of 
sequence 

Surrounding words in wordlist 
(metrically mixed) 

1 Bami 5 kiezel, domein, fazant, toren, X 

2 Banjo 6 komijn, tennis, geiser, gigant,  X, divers 

3 Basis 7 zadel, taille, terras, flora, X, glazuur, iris 

4 Bizon 5 formeel, genoeg, afwas, toernooi, X 

5 Donor 6 foelie, heelal, miniem, mazzel, X, logies 

6 Kano 7 dressoir, prima, trio, moraal, X, trofee, pervers 

7 Kassa 5 marter, alles, prunus, alarm, X 

8 Kilo 6 plezier, saté, kennis, legaal, X, koran 

9 Koffie 7 bingo, nerveus, pension, ijzer, X, gareel, salie 

10 Komma 5 pilaar, anjer, pias, galop, X 

11 Koning 6 boezem, gamma, liaan, porie, X, meneer 

12 Panda 7 konvooi, gevaar, singel, miljoen, X,  neuraal, tournee 

13 Pelgrim 5 metro, termijn, helaas, taxi, X 

14 Poema 6 duel, kosmos, emmer, geweer, X, montuur 

15 Polis 7 gala, crisis, tiran, hostess, X, forens, natie 

16 Potlood 5 gangreen, nasaal, tarwe, motel, X 

17 Tango 6 bonus, livrei, moeras, fusie, X, bureau 

18 Toffee 7 prieel, slager, aula, bouillon, X, frivool, pension 

19 Toga 5 monnik, passie, koraal, frase, X 

20 Torso 6 prinses, infuus, argwaan, modaal, X, tyfoon 

21 Pinguïn 7 marmer, logies, jargon, harnas, X, romein, gaarne 

22 Kerrie 5 profiel, trauma, serie, mineur, X 

23 Diva 6 kavel, effen, seizoen, haver, X, regime 

24 Tumor 7 relaas, summier, fauna, vazal, X, gewoon, forens 

25 alBum 5 tralie, vinyl, terreur, fakkel, X 

26 staKing 6 retour, schade, trema, figuur, X, saffier 

27 foKus 7 ruzie, aanval, pion, feta, X, vizier, jammer  

28 foeTus 5 genie, fossiel, ergens, triomf, X    

29 foTo 6 proza, gewei, vallei, alfa, X, matras   

30 whisKy 7 venijn, bijbel, fluor, niveau, X, applaus, riool  

31 asBest 5 teflon, koffer, moreel, jengel, X 

32 herBerg 6 lawaai, sonoor, vaandel, rebel, X, wagon  

33 herTog 7 wafel, banier, dozijn, angel, X, fameus, rafel  

34 noTa 5 begin, bloesem, folie, accent, X 

35 raDar 6 akte, ozon, fatsoen, jongen, X, bazaar  

36 reBus 7 impuls, asiel, dia, gebouw, X, poreus, magie 

37 rimBoe 5 glorie, benul, ivoor, egel, X 

38 samBal 6 tracé, memo, hagel, vernis, X, loket    

39 schaDuw 7 ego, hemel, jasmijn, sage, X, viool, roffel  

40 soDa 5 Fragiel, bizar, kamer, getal, X     

41 arBeid 6 iglo, tenue, precies, engel, X, kaneel 

42 viKing 7 ampul, kermis, hamer, gazon, X, coupé, azuur 

43 juDo 5 sonar, nevel, loyaal, prisma, X 

44 welKom 6 Madame, plavuis, vogel, fondue, X, egaal  

45 alTaar 7 thema, menu, terug, morgen, X, giraf, lelie  

46 veTo 5 Globaal, kogel, zebra, laurier, X  

47 loTus  6 massa, drama, granaat, orgel, X, passief 

48 saTan 7 Reflex, olijf, villa, plamuur, X, meloen, anijs 
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Table containing the iambic test items and their surrounding word sequences. (X = position 

target word) 

 
Item 
nr. 

 

Target words 
(iambus) 

Length of 
sequence 

Surrounding words in wordlist 
(metrically mixed) 

49 foBie 5 luier, asiel, gewelf, regel, X 

50 fonTein 6 kaneel, wigwam, sinus, saffier, X, zemel 

51 framBoos 7 lummel, regen, loyaal, zenuw,X,  luifel, hevig 

52 giTaar 5 paraaf, finaal, luxe, velours, X 

53 harPoen 6 lymfe, fornuis, neuraal, reuma, X, roze 

54 hoTel 7 plamuur, mangel, Sire, ampul, X, zebra, impuls 

55 iDool 5 wezel, virus, royaal, mango, X 

56 laKei 6 banier, ivoor, hemel, relaas, X, solo 

57 meTaal 7 provo, flanel, jasmijn, sjofel, X, sores, hofnar 

58 moBiel 5 pensioen, oorlog, vleugel, saffraan, X 

59 moDel 6 serum, versie, regime, wolfraam, X, moesson 

60 moTief 7 accent, fossiel, orgel, wagon, X, fosfor, viool 

61 naTuur 5 zwager, azuur, klavier, vonnis, X 

62 roBijn 6 karwei, marge, soja, venijn, X, onweer 
63 sanDaal 7 kanjer, veulen, moment, weinig, X, muze, nimmer 

64 saTijn 5 advies, fragiel, massa, figuur, X 

65 symBool 6 hevig, fineer, juweel, vezel, X, zone 

66 vanDaal 7 bizar, polo, meisje, seizoen, X, vogel, gazon 

67 vulKaan 5 balie, memo, meloen, wasem, X 

68 woesTijn 6 passief, fluweel, drama, magie, X, gevel 

69 friTuur 7 rage, fixeer, ravijn, snugger, X, menie, villa 

70 liKeur 5 poreus, vijver, zalig, egaal, X 

71 loKaal 6 ransel, sofa, laurier, honger, X, garen 

72 schanDaal 7 bazaar, frivool, mensa, rivier, X, laken, kanon 

73 Bazin 5 premie, dozijn, refrein, euvel, X 

74 Balans 6 enzym, fase, leger, jargon, X, gajes  

75 Ballon 7 aalmoes, kever, tournee, lasso, X, freule, kogel 

76 Banaan 5 vazal, monteur, furie, matras, X 

77 Baron 6 wapen, tenue, vizier, tofu, X, gaper  

78 Kameel 7 florijn, rogge, tunnel, regie, X, franje, globaal  

79 Kanaal 5 offer, lava, plavuis, sauna, X    

80 Karaf 6 gewoon, fondue, oma, genie, X, silo  

81 Kolom 7 pizza, rozijn, valies, afwas, X, trema, fusie  

82 Kolos 5 legaal, angel, folie, niveau, X     

83 Konijn 6 iglo, fauna, pioen, zadel, X, serie    

84 Paleis 7 romein, loket, ruzie, garnaal, X, jongen, frontaal  

85 Paneel 5 gala, bassin, vinyl, akte, X 

86 Penseel 6 fameus, tralie, bonus, neutraal, X, ijzer  

87 Puree 7 hagel, fakkel, koerier, sonar, X, ozon, fluor    

88 Paniek 5 gezel, vallei, singel, madame, X 

89 Tarief 6 proza, tracé, vernis, kavel, X, divan   

90 Terrein 7 pedaal, aanval, harnas, olijf, X, feta, riool  

91 Toneel 5 crisis, pias, anijs, schade, X       

92 Tonijn 6 reflex, godin, vaandel, precies, X, monnik  

93 Tenor  7 kennis, giraf, rumoer, salie, X, rafel, aula    

94 Kozijn 5 gevaar, egel, prima, bureau, X 

95 Parfum 6 Tennis, koffer, moraal, flora, X, bloesem 

96 Dolfijn 7 pilaar, trofee, taxi, formeel, X, bingo, infuus 
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Table containing the ‘go-filler’ target words and their surrounding word sequences.  

Target word in 2
nd

, 3
rd

, 6
th

, or last position in the sequence. Items require a GO-response.  

Blue = trochaic target word, red = iambic target word. 

 
Item 
nr. 

Target words 
(go-fillers) 

Length of 
sequence 

Surrounding words in wordlist 
(metrically mixed) 

1 Asfalt 4 Balie, X, tiran, ravijn 

2 Aura 6 domein, X, globe, heisa, koerier, refrein 

3 Bamboe 7 harem, X, zetel, nerveus, mango, teflon, triomf 

4 Chaos 4 nasaal, frontaal, X, anjer  

5 Circus 6 herder, meneer, X, juweel, kachel, terras 

6 Fiscus 7 neuraal, gozer, X, hoeve, karwei, kansel, gareel 

7 Forum 4 griezel, bijbel, moment, X 

8 Fractie 6 sonoor, regie, immer, finaal, rebel, X 

9 Fresco 7 Fabel, valies, rivier, keizer, kosmos, velours, X 

10 Giro 4 tyfoon, X, jammer, solo 

11 Goeroe 6 argwaan, ransel, rozijn, griffel, menu, X  

12 Haring 7 rumoer, fornuis, frase, duel, menie, X, neutraal 

13 Hobby 4 Hamer, X, moeras, taille 

14 Humor 6 Modaal, X, reuma, tofu, saté, liaan 

15 Juli 7 Kiezel, X, gaarne, bassin, ego, iris, termijn 

16 Kiwi 4 plezier, silo, X, fluweel 

17 Logo 6 Prisma, paraaf, X, heelal, dia, geweer 

18 Lolly 7 Prinses, rage, X, mangel, galop, sofa, garnaal 

19 Mama 4 Konvooi, motel, regen, X  

20 Olie 6 Enzym, flanel, regel, koraal, genoeg, X 

21 Orka 7 luifel, miljoen, terreur, honger, foelie, alarm, X 

22 Pony 4 Glazuur, X, euvel, kamer 

23 Sector 6 Jengel, gamma, mineur, boezem, pioen, X 

24 Sultan 7 Divers, klavier, marter, pion, hostess, X, toernooi 

25 Barok 4 Lava, X, adres, skelet 

26 Beton 6 spiraal, X, alles, lummel, colbert, sjofel 

27 Café 7 Franje, X, oorlog, retour, engel, bouillon, haver 

28 Cement 4 bordes, kantoor, X, moesson 

29 Consult  6 Pizza, bokaal, X, ragout, vonnis, wafel  

30 Dieet 7 Florijn, lymfe, X, sinus, meneer, pervers, furie 

31 Icoon 4 Wigwam, serum, marmot, X 

32 Karton  6 orkest, schavot, mangel, cliché, soja, X 

33 Katoen 7 Emmer, montuur, gewei, trio, lawaai, glorie, X  

34 Kopie 4 Japon, X, meisje, fase 

35 Kroniek 6 Zwager, ergens, etui, gaper, mensa, X 
36 Majoor 7 Godin, dressoir, premie, helaas, komijn, X, tarwe 

37 Matroos 4 Sauna, X, biscuit, roffel 

38 Partij 6 aspect, X, luier, polo, kompas, wezel 

39 Patroon 7 Kanjer, X, luxe, miniem, freule, gewelf, gevel 

40 Planeet 4 orkaan, slager, X, scharnier 

41 Proces 6 Zone, rubriek, X, structuur, toren, lasso 

42 Reptiel 7 Profiel, marmer, X, zenuw, moreel, gezel, natie 

43 Restant 4 ventiel, soldaat, oma, X 

44 Roman 6 cocon, bordeel, muze, atleet, trauma, X 

45 Salon 7 Prunus, gepuf, livrei, fosfor, fineer, effen, X 

46 Servies 4 brancard, X, mazzel, Sire 

47 Textiel 6 Wasem, lelie, klimaat, rogge, vleugel, X 

48 Trompet 7 koran, getij, alfa, advies, embleem, X, porie 
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Table containing the ‘overlap’ target words and their surrounding word sequences (requiring 

a NO-GO-response): 

 
Item 
nr. 

 

Target words 
(overlap) 

Length of 
sequence 

Surrounding words in wordlist 
(metrically mixed) 

1 Ader 4 Ambacht, adel, kalkoen, biljart 

2 Bodem  5 Cello, boten, asiel, fluweel, geiser  

3 Boeren   6 Idee, bruiden, adder, haspel, balein, fatsoen  

4 File   7 Bivak, firma, spijker, viool, tissue, lever, terras  

5 Hazen  4 toilet, pistool, havik, akker 

6 Ketel   5 loket, rumoer, kegel, buidel, nasaal  

7 Klapper  6 Aarde, smaragd, klanten, tabak, mummie, contact  

8 Knuffel   7 ampul, snorkel, knuppel, nikkel, flanel, reling, godin  

9 Korrel 4 Anker, mode, detail, kokkel 

10 Partner  5 Liter, kievit, egaal, tobbe, pater 

11 Rotan  6 totaal, barak, appel, station, bokaal, rover 

12 Ruiter   7 Kelner, tournee, lawaai, bliksem, eland, olijf, ruitje 

13 Schoffel   4 bretel, arend, greppel, schommel 

14 Spiegel  5 triomf, blunder, fraude, koraal, spelden 
15 Stengel   6 Astma, spatel, barbaar, wimper, steppe, systeem  

16 Visum  7 Pion, romein, gember, dozijn, merrie, virus, frontaal  

17 IJsje 4 Auto, insect, ritme, eiland   

18 Zijde  5 Ochtend, baret, miljoen, notie, zilver 

19 Bericht 6 fornuis, peper, koster, azijn, vijzel, beroep 

20 Flacon  7 Avond, klooster, azuur, mossel, tandem, wereld, flessen 

21 Forel   4 conto, fortuin, pastel, orgaan  

22 Gelei   5 Meloen, gedicht, antiek, balsem, duizend 

23 Kapel   6 Royaal, kajuit, enkel, horde, pastoor, trechter 

24 Kristal   7 Yoghurt, kritiek, wonder, poreus, dadel, velours, flodder 

25 Miljard   4 Rantsoen, bouvier, milieu, cluster 

26 Ontslag   5 Zegel, cola, ontbijt, vizier, donder 

27 Ontzag   6 Tube, pervers, ontwerp, beschuit, bajes, honderd  

28 Persoon 7 Manier, heuvel, perron, broeder, fameus, bizar, krekel 

29 Piraat  4 Oven, salto, bouillon, piloot 

30 Plafond   5 jasmijn, scène, puber, label, plateau 

31 Product   6 sergeant, pallet, lila, riool, tempel, proces 

32 Raket 7 Vrede, konvooi, pilaar, sherry, vernis, toestel, rapport 

33 Siroop   4 Moraal, zwachtel, blikje, sigaar 

34 Sjabloon   5 Expo, makreel, vallei, dochter, sjalot 

35 Taboe 6 Bidon, kabel, buste, infuus, tabel, snavel 

36 Verdriet  7 Zuster, twijfel, glazuur, midden, enzym, verkeer, schema  
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Table containing the ‘miss’ target words and their surrounding word sequences (requiring a 

NO-GO-response): 

 
Item 
nr. 

 

Target words 
(miss) 

Length of 
sequence 

Surrounding words in wordlist 
(metrically mixed) 

1 Adem 4 gozer, balein, idee, ober 

2 Eten 5 Pleister, cliché, bordeel, aarde, gondel  

3 Handel 6 biljart, adder, duister, kalkoen, toilet, schouder 

4 Hoepel 7 jute, ezel, ventiel, meubel, paling, structuur, kater 

5 Koper 4 Fatsoen, bokaal, akker, score 

6 Lichaam 5 Scharnier, biscuit, masker, adres, richel 

7 Lotto 6 Ambacht, station, tabak, priester, bretel, moeder 

8 Meter 7 Spiraal, koepel, sprookje, rubriek, wodka, orkest, vijand 

9 Modder 4 Anker, zombie, detail, hobbel 

10 Molen 5 Canvas, hersens, applaus, koekoek, flater   

11 Pasta 6 Barak, smaragd, appel, totaal, pistool, ekster 

12 Pinda 7 tijger, marmot, kompas, zwabber, lente, japon, baby 

13 Poeder 4 contact, arend, motor, schedel 

14 Ruimte 5 arrest, cobra, plastic, domein, borstel 
15 Status 6 Astma, griezel, baret, etter, systeem, drempel 

16 Wissel 7 Colbert, bordes, sokkel, atleet, unie, soldaat, kerel 

17 Wortel 4 Auto, insect, beker, zolder 

18 Zuivel 5 sukkel, ivoor, giraf, coma, mammoet 

19 Accijns 6 Barbaar, kruimel, mokka, azijn, perzik, sonoor 

20 Chemie 7 Avond, zwavel, ragout, bende, winter, cijfer, garnaal 

21 Citroen 4 Vlinder, manier, orgaan, bureau 

22 Fauteuil 5 alarm, ravijn, nonsens, salvo, aluin  

23 Fregat 6 Antiek, diesel, trede, pastel, echo, laurier 

24 Gebit 7 suiker, filter, orkaan, robot, klimaat, genre, prinses 

25 Gezicht  4 Rantsoen, sergeant, peddel, trofee 

26 Gordijn 5 Papa, goulash, reflex, sessie, montuur 

27 Kasteel 6 scala, pastoor, beschuit, opa, honing, profiel 

28 Kostuum 7 Cocon, noga, imker, brancard, skelet, linnen, valies 

29 Magneet 4 joker, shampoo, pastel, tracé 

30 Margriet 5 Seizoen, kokos, zomer, weelde, benul 

31 Minuut 6 Bidon, pallet, dubbel, etui, glitter, saté 

32 Octaaf 7 deken, kantoor, bordeel, navel, schavot, oever, juweel 

33 Probleem 4 Makreel, keuken, saldo, bassin 

34 Publiek 5 Sinas, tenue, anijs, water, kaneel 

35 Saucijs 6 Bouvier, titel, stola, aspect, bèta, plamuur 

36 Tapijt 7 smokkel, vreugde, akkoord, hekel, balein, parel, nerveus 
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Table containing the practice items: 

 
Item 
nr. 

 

Target words 
 

Length of 
sequence 

Surrounding words in wordlist 
(metrically mixed) 

Hit    

1 Aanbod  5 Beugel, vinyl, tyfoon, hengel, X 

2 Pieken  6 rivier, garen, veter, moeras, X, klavier 

3 Balkon 7 Wimpel, nummer, pioen, oester, X, livrei, klungel 

4 Cipier  5 granaat, fondue, steiger, bandiet, X 

5 Drogist 6 Koker, gewelf, accent, pijler, X, schimmel 

6 Rivaal 7 atleet, bikkel, garde, florijn, X, keutel, menu 

Go-filler    

1 Schoonheid 6 begin, X, rente, order, gevaar, matras 

2 Woning 7 Schande, otter, X, figuur, kikker, beitel, gazon 

3 Dictee 4 waarde, dressoir, bitter, X 

4 Talent 6 Blikje, detail, etui, tafel, splinter, X 

Overlap    

1 Buste  4 Meester, coupé, advies, buren  

2 Tegel 5 Panter, regel fossiel, duel, boemel  

3 Zwaluw 6 impuls, vinger, distel, heelal, gigant, zwager 
4 Vergiet 7 Stuiver, boete, venijn koerier, kader, pendel, sekte  

Miss    

1 Kerken  4 Rimpel, liaan, jargon, poker 

2 Roken 5 Poedel, termijn, moment, nagel, lade 

3 Banket 6 prieel, karper, stapel, rozijn, tombe, neutraal 

4 Effect 7 Tonic, borrel, saffier, harem, donker, mantel, wagon 

 

 

 


